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One of the outcomes of modern civilization has been the
collection of populations into large centers at situations of
geographical importance~ as regarded from a commercial, or~ as
in the case of Los Angeles, a climatic point of view. The
massing of such populations has necessarily given rise to numerous
civic problems, not the least of which are the providing of
adequate urban and inter-urban transportation and the relief of
congestion in crowded streets. While the former question can only
be regarded as two distinct and separate problems, each with its
own share of difficulties, yet such divisions are so co-related,
so dependent upon each other for the complete development of any
given territory, that consideration should be given them as a
whole, and any remedial measures devised accordingly.

The relief of congestion in city streets is, moreover,
somewhat dependent on the solution of transportation problems, in-
asmuch as the means of transit in principal use in any populated
center are the cars of the transportation companies, necessarily
occupying, during Eassage, through clearance requirements, a large
proportion of the width of the ordinary thoroughfare, temporarily
restricting and compressing into smaller areas the vehicular
traffic used in the conduct of modern business. Enlargement of
street area or expansion of business area form the only solutions
of consequent congestion. If the first is impossible, then the
second becomes imperative. Proper transportation facilities in
congested districts can not be provided without either, (1) aug-
mentation of territory and resultant diffusion of traffic, or



(2) additional operating areas~ free from obstruction, secured
either by placing all trackage above or below the surface of the
ground.

It is proposed to discuss generally, in the following
pages, the question of traffic congestion and its relief in Los
Angeles streets, together with the influence of surface car lines
on existing conditio~1s and the practicability, cost and necessity,
or otherWise, of sub-surface or elevated construction in the
present congested and partially congested districts.



STREET CONGESTION
DISCUSSED GENERALLY AND LOCALLY.

CAUSES PRODUCING CONGESTION
and

PROBABLE 1ffiTHODOF RELIEF.



Congestion of traffic is a natural consequence of the
congregating of population at certain strategic locationsp considered
from a commercial standpoint. As shipping facilities are essential
to the development of commerce, it is only natural that such centers
of business usually have their inception at the convergence of
important waterways, at central points of inland travel~ or on the
shores of harbors providing safe and abundant anchorage and
opportunity for interchange of raw or manufactured products. With
the growth of business, the point of first settlement becomes a
nucleus for further development and frequently remains the center
of business activity even after it is demonstrated to be physically

y
insufficient. People become accustomed to certain routes of travel

the constantly increasing volume of vehicles and pedestrians, caus-
ing blockades and impedance to traffic and transportation. Realty



The general plan of all cities is naturally regulated by
the prevailing topography, and such plans may be roughly classed
in the three following types:

(1) Peninsular, such as New York or San Francisco (See
Plate #1), the city area being surrounded on three sides by water
channels or natural barriers pra.ctically impregnable to civic

(2) Valley, such as Pittsburg or Oincinnati, the first
settlement and future congested area lying in the bottom of a
natural depression, from which point business reluctantly ascends
the surrounding elevations, and

(3) Circular, or radiating type, where natural boundaries
are, practically speaking, non-existent, and the city is free to
spread at will in all directions.

utilization of the adjacent heights and the development of inter-
/

urban transportation to more desirable locations. The radiating
type of city, however~ where the congested business area merely
represents, approximately, the location of first settlement, is
free to expand such area practically at will; and the fact that
crowded conditions exist in this type of city only indicates that
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considered, it possesses some of the characteristics of the
2-

peninsular type as well. A glance at the map (see Plate Il)'will
show the reasons for this, and why the center of population, firs~
established at the Plaza by the founders of the original pueblo,
has slowly drifted southward to its present location. Business
activities, first congregating at the Plaza, have been restricted
from expansion to the north and east by the Los Angeles river,
which has been somewhat adequately bridged only during recent years;
while on the west and northwest the hills have barred egress to all

The retail district of the city, which in Los Angeles
fOrms the area of street traffic congestion, may be defined as that
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present location of a line fixed by public convenience, and Main
street a boundary established more through custom than topographical
limitations, forming as it does the western edge of the wholesale
district and the eastern fringe of retail business. There is no
physical reason why retail houses should not establish themselves
east of Main street; yet experience has amply proven that it is
useless to attempt to force shoppers to penetrate territory
hitherto given over to less attractive occupations, and that a line
thus fixed by custom or habit is as immutable as one caused by
natural difficulties, provided that other and more attractive
districts are available.

Retail commerce is thus confined to a narrow strip
~veraging little more than 1200 feet in width, served by four main
thoroughfares running approximately north and south. The most
westerly of these, however~ Hill street, terminates at Temple street;
and as Spring street merges with 1~in, but two north ,outlets or
inlets are available. Such north and south streets average fifty-
six (56) feet between curb lines, with sidewalks varying from twelve
(12) to seventeen (17) feet. East and west streets vary from
thirty-six (36) feet to forty (40) feet in width, with ten(lO)
to twelve (12) foot sidewalks. The street car tracks are laid on
eleven (11) foot centers in the middle of the street; and as the
ordinary P.A.Y.E. car measures 9' 1" in width, step to step, car
operation, when two cars are moving in opposite directions, requires

a trifle over twenty (20) feet of thoroughfare; or, allowing one



foot of cleatance on eac~ side" twenty-two /22) feet of tr .fifty-
six (56) or forty (40) feet of street included be~veen~rb lines •

.procession, the stoppage of which, more than momentarily, soon
causes a complete blockade and consequent annoying delay.

This condition obtains from the entrance of traffic on

for more rapidity of passage. 30uth of Seventh street it is



and southwest sections of the city; and, if traveling toward the
residential section, as in the evening, is confined to the four
north and south main arteries, without chance for expansion or
different choice of route, until Sixth and the following side streets
are reached. The connecting side streets north of Sixth are of no
benefit to such through traffic, as each north and south thorough-
fare is equally crowded between the stated limits and affords
little choice as to conditions of congestion. Sixth, Seventh and
the following side streets, however, each draw their quota from the
traffic stream as it passes them, and either distribute their burden
among north and south streets as far west as Figueroa, or act as
through routes to residence districts; so that after passing Ninth
street, practically no traffic remains on Main thoroughfares leading
south save their proper loading of southbound vehicles and cars,
which they are amply able to carry without crowding or inconvenience.
If the preponderance of traffic is directed toward the business
area, as in the morning, the converse of the proposition naturally
obtains. Each side street adds its contribution to the legitimate
north bound traffic, the curb lines rapidly fill with waiting
vehicles, reducing the area available for passage one half, and
congested conditions recommence.

As the congestion of any area is simply a physical
demonstration of its inadequacy, it follows directly that the
solution lies in the increase of such area, and, if natural or
artificial boundaries prevent growth and symmetrical expansion, the

I remedy automatically lies in the removal of the main business



(
factors~ or principal component parts, to a more suitable anQ

I commodious location. With the peninsular and valley types of city,
such procedure is impossible, and congestion must be relieved, in

obstacles from expanding its present congested area symmetrically
as has been already shown, haq abundant opportunity to relieve

immediately adjacent, which forms, as it were, a natural delta for
the business stream. Inspection of a map (see Plate #2) of the
central portion of the city can but convince that the territory
lying south of Sixth and ~st of Main streets is destined to become

car line either skirts its edges or traverses it from end to end
renders it peculiarly suitable for such purpose; and the added
advantages of broad sidewalks on all north and south streets and
sufficient alleys to do away with the nuisance of frontage deliveries
and sidewalk trap doors can but effect much needed relief over



such district, however, lies in its flexibility, its power of
indefinite expansion, rendering present congested conditions
impossible of reproduction. Pico street on the south and Figueroa
on the west would, in all probability serve as the limits for

.east, an area nearly four times the present retail area, with

has received abundant recognition; evidence so tangible that it
presents itself in the erection of huge office and store bUildings

solely through recognition of the situation and realization of the
inevitable. The establishment of the J. W. Robinson store and the
Brockman building at Seventh and Grand has gone far to reassure
the more timid of the permanency and desirability of such movement,
as well as the practicability of lateral extension of the business
area; and all the larger retail establishments~ with the possible



due time. The smaller business houses will naturally be compelled
to secure locations in fairly close proximity, dependent as they are
on the crowds attracted by the department stores; but, having a
greater frontage available in the vicinity of such stores, will not
be restricted to anyone 'street or subject to the e~orbitant
rentals heretofore demanded. Such diffusion of business, added to

.
obtain egress to the residence section, as at present. Each street

city, resulting in the better development of the territory and in
the relief of any traffic congestion north of First street.
Providing no increase in business area, the benefit derived will be-- - .....

simply residential accessibility,_and can affect but a small portion
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~~ po.pulat2:..2--n.The paving of Vermont and :'lesternavenues
through to 0unset boulevard supplies a comfortable and direct route

etc., will always retain a certain percentage of business facilities
I lin their neighborhood; but the larger stores, the centers of retail
t J activity?will gravitate toward the area of greater convenience,--

their places will be filled with smaller and less important business

finally relieved.
It is not to be expected that this will be accomplished

at its geographical center~ with abundant opportunity to expand as
required and prevent any return of congested conditions.



ces. City ordinances prevent increase of fare, expansion Qf the
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The ordinary end entrance P. A. Y. E. car operated in Los
~ 6 .. ~

Angeles is '9 feet and one inch in width (9' Tt). and forty six feet
seven inches (46' 7") long. With clearance included. the area
occupied by such a car is approximately eleven by fifty feet
(11 x 50 ft) or five hundred and fifty (550) square feet. The

then 28 cars will
'\c't-tw.'{ .(

feet wide. and
"center at First to

similar center at Seventh. giving a total street area. after deduct-
ing all cross streets. of 202,496 square feet. Simple division will
demonstrate that. in any minute of time at the busiBst time of
day. street cars are only occupying eight per cent of the total



blockades. emergencies. etc., may temporarily cause a large n~mber
of cars to be concentrated on a given street. or portion of a
street. While dispatcher's records show this to be exceptional. the
case may be assumed. as follows:

The largest number of cars which it is possible to operate
on a single surface track is, admittedly. 180 per hour. This is
equivalent to a car every 20 seconds, including stops, and is
impracticable unless the tracks are free from obstruction and the
"service stops" can be restricted to ten seconds or less. In cities
with comparatively narrow streets. such as Los Angeles, stops will
average several times ten seconds, as it is necessary for passengers
to wait on the curb until their car arrives. instead of grouping on
ffIsles of Safetyrf or in the street, as is possible in Iildianapolis
or San Francisco. It is therefore probable that at no time has
Los Angeles street car traffic ever approached such density for
even an one-hour period.

One hundred and eighty cars per hour on a single track
means three hundred and sixty cars per hour on double track. which,
againt means 6 cars per minute passing any point, or a total of
42 cars occupying street space between First and Seventh streets
in any minute of the hour. Forty-two cars, at 550 square feet per
car, will occupy 23,100 square feet of street, which is only ll~ per
cent of the total space available. In other words, with street car
traffic operated to the maximum, vehicles are occupying nearly eight
times as much area as are the cars.



Obviously, the remedy for congestion under such circum-
stances lies in the providing more vehicular areap rather than the
relegation of transportation facilities to above or below the ground
surface. The addition of one eighth (l/S), or a strip seven feet
wide to the present street area would hardly compensate for the
immense expenditure necessary for subway or elevated construction.
especially when relief by natural expansion is simply a question of
time.



SUB-SuRFACE OPERATION
AS AFFECTED BY DENSITY OF POPULATION

and
CITY PLANS.



1

Since the financial success of the original New York
subway has become so generally known, congestion of the streets of
any American. City has served as a signal for a public demand for
removal of street car trackage to sub-grade, or elevated roadway.
That such demand is made~ generally speaking, without due con-
sideration or knowledge of the conditions necessary for successful
financial and physical operation is evident to anyone conversant
with the underlying facts. The large investment necessary to
accomplish such construction is fortunately, however, a sufficient
deterrent to any hasty action, and sufficient reason for the
reference of the problem to competent authority. Crowded traffic
conditions should be mitigated or prevented wherever possible
according to the best practice; but it does not always follow that
the only remedy is track elevation or sub-surface construction.

As noted under IlCongestion,TI it is the shape, or plan, of
cities that forms the chief factor in determining the final
character of its transportation facilities. Cities of the
peninsular and valley ty~es~ being restricted as to available area
for business purposes, cannot but become more congested with
increased population. ~Vhen all available space has been utilized,
or at any time previous when realization of the ultimate outcome
crystallizes into a popular desire for improved conditions, the
existing means of transportation are either reinforced or supplanted
by the bUilding of elevated roads, or subways. Elevated roads,
although noisy and unsightly~ have heretofore, in America, in-



variably been the first means of relief on account of their lesser
cost. With the better understanding, however, of the problems
of construction and maintenance, and above all~the development of
electric traction, subway construction has come into greater favor,
and a combination of both systems apparently forms the proper solut-
ion in most cases. But a city of the radiating type, unless its
business district is cut up by water ways or completely hemmed in
by natural barriers, has an opportunity to solve its congestion
problem simply by the gradual extension of its business area, thus
avoiding extraordinary obligations for transit facilities and con-
sequent increase in taxation.

This holds true until the populated area becomes so
extensive that the inhabitants are unable to reach the business
district from their places of residence by surface roads without
undue loss of time, or, conversely, until the congested area
surrounding the business district has become sufficiently extensive
in anyone direction to approximate the conditions of popUlation
obtaining in a city with restricted boundaries. More rapid transit
then becomes a necessity and possible, on account of the intensive
population, from the standpoint of the operator, although it is
often difficult to meet the emergency satisfactorily and secure
an equable return on the capital invested. London is a fair
example of this, for while it contains the greatest number of
possible passengers within its limits of any city in the world,
its underground roads, with one or two exceptions, are not self



supporting. While this is partly due to lack of co-operation and
faulty location of routes, the principal reason is that there is not
sufficient available patronage along anyone route. If theL9ndon
underground system had been constructed according to modern methods,
under a comprehensive plan which would allow opportunity for
transfer, eliminate gauge differences, and carry its patrons directly
to their destinations instead of by circuitous routes, itJis probable
that it would earn a fair rate of interest on the investment. It is
doubtful, however, if it could ever approach the dividend ratio
of the original New York subway, operating on Manhattan Island.
~he latter serves a district, which, through its topographical
restrictions is congested from one end to the other, so that its
total patronage is bounded only by its capacity. The London lines,
on tne other hand, '/hile serving a greater population, would
necessarily be obliged from the radial form of the city~ to COver
a far greater area with consequently larger mileage and less
population per mile.

It may be readily seen, then, that congestion is a
necessary factor to successful sub-surface operation. There is no
doubt but that subways can be profitably operated under proper
conditions, and at a lower operating ratio than can surface roads,
;fuile the first cost of surface roads is comparatively small, the
platform expense and cost of conducting transportation is much
hi~her; and the average speed being low on account of traffic
obstruction and frequent stops, the capacity is proportionately



smaller. As the amount of annual gross receipts of any enterprise
regulates the amount of capital expenditure it follows that the
large investment required for subway construction may be justified
only when the demands of traffic call for the running of multi-car
high speed trains at frequent intervals. But, such traffic
demands or requirements necessarily involve the presence of capacity
patronage, and such patronage is not possible without congestion of
population. The carrying of a sufficient number of passengers on
any line of transportation will, perforce, insure its financial
success, but the people desiring such facilities must be there to
carry.

Density of population, then, is a prime necessity for
profitable operation of sub-surface transit lines. A city area
given over to private dwellings,. each with its own premises, can
not furnish a population sufficient to support a subway unless the
ride is short and the rate of fare high. The ride is not apt to be
short as realty values in the central part of any city are ordinari-
ly so high that people must go some distance to have separate
houses, and if the fare is high the great majority of the inhabitants
cannot afford to pay it and are forced to live in crowded quarters
and Within walking distance. The great advantage possessed by
Los Angeles, or any other city of the radial type, in being an
aggregation of one-family houses, becomes a disadvantage when
the development of a costly means of transportation is concerned.

In connection with this phase of the subject, it may be



now possessing rapid transit systems. The following table shows
their population density within corporate city limits.

POPULATION DENSITY IN CORPORATE CITY LIMITS.
Population density per
acre of land area.

Land area
Sq. miles. 1900. 1910. 1914.

NeVIYork (Manhattan & Bronx) 62.6 51.2 ·69.

Brooklyn 77.6 23.4 32.9

Chicago 179.6 14.8 19.

Philadelphia 129.6 15.6 18.6

Boston 87.3 15.7 19.0

Los Angeles (1900) 43.3 * 3.7

1/ Los Angeles (1910) 77.3 * 6.3

Los imgeles (1914 ) 84.2 * 9.3 *



transportation service, from the length of ride, more properly falls
under the classification of inter-urban traffic. The population of
10s Angeles for the year 1914 has been taken as per the figures
given by the 10s Angeles directory, less the population of Wilmington
and San Pedro. The table shows conclusively the difference in
density of population between cities of the peninsular and radial
or partly radial types, New York having over twice as many people
per acre as Brooklyn, and nearly eight times as many as 10s Angeles.
It should be remembered that the figures shown are averages. Certain

an acre of ground is contained within an area a trifle over 200 feet
square, some idea of the population density and consequent resultant
traffic may he obtained. Rapid transit in such case is vital to
city existence~ and must be operated either above or below the
ground surface for the simple reason that there is no other place
to put the tracks.

A good idea of the diffusion of the 1914 population of
10s Angeles, and the relative population density of the several
residential districts may be had by inspection of Plate #3 herewith
appended. This plate has been made up from existing maps of city
territory and the 1915 Los Angeles directory records of the number
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include the transient population, will serve as a sufficient index as
to the relative growth of the different sections. It can be plainly
seen that Los Angeles is, practically speaking, growing equally in
all directions, and is, to all intents and purposes, a round city
with an average 5 mile radius. No residence congestion, or massing
of any considerable part of the resident population in any limited
area, exists, due doubtless to the comprehensive plan of street car
trackage affording equal accessibility to practically every portion
of the municipality. Some conception of the effeciency of street car
system and the large part it has played in symmetrical city expan-
sions through the liberality of its extensions may be had when it is
realized that it operates 100 miles more trackage than any city on
the Pacific Coast, or ahout 1 mile of track to every 1300 people,
while the average for the United states is I mile to 1800 population.
More cars are run, in proportion to the population, than on any
surface road in America, the car miles averaging 72 per capita, or
3 times as many as New York City, and twice as many as Chicago.
Naturally, such liberality has its effect on the earning capacity~
the number of passengers per car mile and annual earnings per track
mile being only about one-half that of San Francisco and considerably
less than either Portland or Seattle.

Statistics covering the number of dwellings contained within
the boundaries of any city and the average number of persons inhabit-
ing each dwelling, are most significant as indicating its population
density. The term "dwelling," may be broadly defined as "a place in
which one or more persons regularly sleep, having a separate



of dwellings within the corporate limits of Los Angeles, as compared
with the larger Eastern cities previously mentioned:

TABLE #3 - NU1ffiER OF DWELLINGS WITHIN COHPORATE CITY LDvIITS.
U. s. Census l'irewYork (A) Brooklyn Chicago Philadelphia Boston Los Angeles

1880 73864 62233 61069 146412
1890 81828 82282 127871 187052 87985 10368

"
1900 100547 113972 193895 241589 119595 22531
1910 104143 147666 246744 295220 133516 69061

(A) Manhattan and Bronx.

1880
1890
1900
1910

16.4
18.5
20.4
26.5

9.1
9.8

10.2
11.1

7.6
7.4

4.9
4.5

8.6
8.8
8.9

5.6
5.4
5.2

difference in living conditions, and, consequently, the relative
congestion, between cities of limited areas and the radial or semi-



the entire number of dwellings~ tenements, apartment houses and
residences, constructed in New York City only totaled 3956, while
the po?ulation per dwelling mounted to 26.5, an increase for the
decade amounting to nearly 150% of the total population per house in
Los Angeles. During the same period~ the latter city built 46530
dwellings without increasing the population per dwelling but a
fra~tion of one per cent. In like manner, the average number of
families per dwelling increased from 4.3 to 5.6 in New York; while
Los Angeles, with a proportionately greater increase in population,
still preserved its ratio of one family to each home. Although
this means that practically every inhabitant enjoys the benefits of
abundant living space, it also marks the fact that the number of
people who can conveniently patronize any given transportation line
is comparatively limited. Experience has shown that possihle
passengers will not walk more than ten minutes to reach a car line,
if any other means of transit are available. The average person
walks at a pace not exceeding 3 miles per hour, and a 10 minute
walk would therefore mean practically half a mile of distance.
Patronage, therefore, would be confined to an area not exceeding
one mile in width; and, supposing such line to extend to the city
limits, five miles long; a total of five square miles, or less than
one fifteenth of the territory to be served. A subway system
adequately serving a city of the circular type~ supposing such city
to be equally inhabited in all sections, would resemble the spokes
of a wheel, with the different lines radiating from the business



center; involving the necessity of a total mileage ~,hose construction
cost would be prohibitive.

center; involving the necessity of a total mileage whose construction

cost would be prohibitive.

--~ - -~- '1----



SURFAOE ClffiDIVERSION
to'

SUB-3URFACE TRACKAGE.



It may be urged that while Los Angeles, taken as a whole,
cannot perhaps present such conditions of population as would
justify the installation of extensive subway construction, that the
congestion, or partial congestion, of certain portions of the
present business district should be relieved by sub-surface track-
age.

It is apparent that the matter is entirely a question of
public welfare and convenience. The necessarily heavy eKpenditure
either is, or is not, justifiablep according to whether the situat-
ion admits of no other remedy, or vhether, by natural means, it
will automatically adjust itself. No expenditure, however great,
should be considered disproportionate when used in overcoming
otherwise insuperable natural difficulties or hindrances to civic
growth; but, on the other hand, no municipality is justified in
adopting a policy which would te~d to retard the removal of business
centers to their natural geographical location. Such a policy
would be nothing less than a deliberate exploitation of civic
resources for the benefit of the limited number of property owners
enjoying abnormal incomes from rental privileges; and at best, could
only serve as a palliative, since the final location of the business
center of any growing city is regulated entirely by its topography
and is altogether beyond individual or corporate control. Such
removal; or partial evacuation of territory, involves no municipal
loss. Diminution of assessable values in the one case is offset
by increase in the other; and individual loss on any particular



./. lot or parcel can only be regarded as the natural suhsidence of
inflation.

diversion through their center, and that only if the traffic con-
1""

ditions are sufficiently ifigorous. As such diversion not only

increases its expenses by the added problems of ventilation, lighting
and station operation; and as the responsibility for the adequate
provision of thoroughfare for the needs of its inhabitants is inherent



City. This~ though, is an extension and amplification of the rapid
transit system, including both subway and elevated. Boston is the

supplying sub-surface accommodations for surface lines, owing to the
extreme congestion obtaining in its central business section, caused

While the construction of underground transit facilities
by a municipality for the operation of urban car lines, in cases

see the equity of the rental exacted therefor.r-----



the crowded sections~ hut this is merely a convenience to passengers
'-

~ and does not materially benefit the operators. Practically all

surface operation, with consider~bly less expense. The City~~-- -" ~-,.-

however, through the possession of paramount authority within its
boundaries~ compels the adoption of the new facilitiesy reaping
enormous benefits through increased taxable valuations and freer
movement of traffic; and, altho retaining perpetual title to such
facilities, forces the operating company to contribute a sufficient

rmthe anmoalous position of being obliged to occupy and pay for some-
thing which it does not want; and through its annual contributions
to the amortization or sinking fund, defray the entire cost of

streets. rfuythen, when the removal of any particular class of
I
traffic essential for the transaction of business and the well being



to connect adjacent sections of the ci~y, one with the other, the
users of such additional accommodations would ridicule the idea of

ions. with the progress of civilization. have been generally and
/defin~tely abolished; and the principle that streets and roads are

Inasmuch as any city transportation company, contributing
its share through general taxation to the common funds, is regarded

other accommodations should be provided at a no further 'cost than~~--
Congestion of thoroughfare is not
~-.

caused by street cars, but by the influX of traffic following
their installation. It should be remembered that transportation

commercial activity can exist without cheap, efficient and conven-
ient means of transit to adjoining territory.



From the standpoint of strict justice~ no city is entitled
to exact compensation for the use of subway construction designed
for the operation of urban cars and the relief of congested streets
by the removal of such cars, unless it can be clearly demonstrated

,

that the operating company increases its revenues, over and above
the normal increase, by the use of such facilities. In like manner,

transfer priyileges, it is impossible to segregate the single effect
of the transfer of surface lines to underground trackage. The total
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as the neck of the peninsula, or point of constriction, is passed.
This naturally causes diffusion of population with more or less .
concentration at suburban centers and a change in city contour to
the semi-radial form, so that the population density of the
metropolitan district, or territory included within the 16 mile
circle is only 4.1 per acre, or less than one quarter of that of

, confined to a relatively small district, while New York, as represent-
I

I ed by W~nhattan Island, presents practically unifol~n conditions of
congestion for nearly 13 miles.

With the consolidation of existing horse car lines in

consequent higher speed and 'extensions to other territory, brought
the total revenues in ~98-to $9~~57,OOO.OO and increased the
number of passengers. per half trip to 28.9. Absorption of surface
lines by the Boston Elevated Railway Company then took place and

;I

subway operation commenced, first simply as an adjunct or extra



the latter only being constructed by the company. In 1903, with
ordinances compelling universal transfer, the half trips were so
lengthened that the number of passengers per half trip was reduced
to 23, while in 1912 it only averaged 25.5.

Meanwhile the total capital expenditure necessitated
by the popular demand for rapid transit amounted to over 34
million, and the City, in the construction of subways, expended
17 million more~ or a total of 51 million dollars. As the City
expenditure can but be regarded as an addition to company expendit-
ure, on account of the enforced liability of the latter to take
care of interest and sinking fund charges, the company had increased
its obligations over 200 per cent; while, even with a gain of
500,000 possible patrons through growth of city population, there
~ only 3 ~ revenue passengers ~ half tril? than with the
horse ~ 1£ 1888. Gross revenues had increased over 80%, but
such gain was only normal. As voiced by a prominent official of
the railway company, TlBoston experience would seem to indicate
that no addition to transit facilities accelerates the ordinary
growth of business."

It is true, in the case of Boston, that without such
additional facilities, the normal business increase could hardly
have been realized through lack of physical space; but from the
investment standpoint, the point of view of net financial results,
the change was decidedly for the worse. Certainly three additional
passengers per half trip do not begin to compensate for such an
enormous increase in investment, practically forced upon the company



by municipal plans. Naturally~ the number of half trips was increas-
ed many fold; but it must be remembered that any increase in
operation brings a like increase in operating expense, in equal, or,
as in the case in point, even larger ratio. And that the slight
increase of income is not only burdened by the extra operating
expense, but by the heavy augmentation of fixed charges, of which
the city share, or subway rental~ forms a lien prior to any other
obligation.

There is no particular reason to believe that subway
operation in Los Angeles with considerably less congestion, with
only 1/8 as much congested area, and but 1/3 the city population,
would produce any more favorable results. If, for the purpose of
discussion, it is assumed that the present southward trend of
~usiness be abruptly checked and retail commerce, at least, be con-
fined within its present limits, it is only necessary to estimate
roughly the probable cost of sub-surface construction through such
district to ascertain the amount of patronage necessary to justify
the investment from the view-point of private capital, or its
operation by the present company under a leasing arrangement
similar to the system now obtaining in eastern cities.

Following the present routing with two-track tunnels on
Main, Spring and Broadway~ from 11th and Main to the Temple block
junction, together with cross town tunnels on all east and west
streets except Sixth, emerging through inclines between Olive and
Rill streets on the west, and Main and Los Angeles streets on the



east, (see detail in tfCost of subways."). gives, approximately.
a total of five and seven tenths (5.7) miles of structure. A
system of this magnitude would serve to eliminate all surface
trackage in the present retail area except on Sixth and on Hill
streets. Sixth street, between Olive and ~min, is used exclusively
by the Pacific Electric. Hill street, while utilized as an outlet
for both urban and mnter-urban cars, is not deemed sufficiently
congested to be included in this study. Both streets, however,
together with Main street between First and Ninth, will be
further considered under lfRapid transit.rT

The probable construction cost of two-track tunnel large
enough to accommodate the present surface cars will average

V approximately, according to experience elsewhere, $1,500,000.00 per
mile of structure. Neglecting the additional cost of station
platforms and stairways, realty and easements, etc., 5.7 miles of
such construction would represent an investment of $8,550,000.00.
If it is assumed that the cost of surface and subway operation will
cancel, an erroneous assumption, since the problems of station
operation, ventilation and lighting are all foreign to surface
maintenance, there must still be considered the payment of interest
on the capital invested, plus sinking fund percentage. If money
be secured at 4% on city credit, and the sinking fund, or amorti-
zation percentage placed at 1%, the usual figure, then 5% on
$8,550,000.00, or $427,500.00 must be paid annually for the
privilege of riding underground. Reduced to the fare basis, such



days are considered the working year by transportation companies~
Sundays being taken as half days). The word TTextraH is emphasized

25,000 passengers is over and above the number ordinarily riding.
In other words, the construction of such a sub-surface system must
increase the riding habit of the entire population by 6.2 per cent,

It is, of course a fact well borne out by the experience of all

Icities, that the providing of rapid transit fac~~!ties is fol!owed
by an increase in the general riding habit. Mattersdorf endeavors

Service Commission, in an analysis of New York City growth, ,arrives
at the conclusion that traffic increases at a per cent rate of

similarity in regulating conditions makes it probable that no hard
and fast rule can be lai d do'Vvnthat wi 11 apply to all case s. It is



natural consequence of rapid transit, can never be effected by.-.-_._ .. _.~. .- "",,-- - "'" - ..•. ~

~ere ~_b-su~!::~_dJ._!.er~ion_t.hro_~~h_li~~ terr~~y. Increase of
patronage, or the habit of using any means of transportation is

in schedule. Again, the fact that 20 or 25 feet of stairway must
be negotiated on entering or leaving the structure is a distinct
detriment to the comfort of the average individual. Stairways



necessary stops, and is not comparable to a rapid transit line
whose shortest station interval~ even for local work, is rarely

There is, then, no particular time saving and a decided
decrease in convenience. With the two factors most productive of

no shorter routes. Imile the obstruction to loading and unloading
by other vehicles would no longer exist,. the lessened danger to

from a crowded platform in front of a moving car, and the discom-
sfort of ascending and d~cending stairways made slippery by weather

would show a considerable decrease, as many people who had hitherto
resisted the importunities of the motor buses would prefer crowded
and uncomfortable riding conditions in the open air to transit and

If there is no reasonable expectation of any accession of
income, it will be readily seen that private capital, as represented



by the transportation company, could afford to shoulder the
/\

burden without additional compensation. Few patrons of the present
system realize that 3-3/4 cents of their 5 cent fare is required
to defray actual running expenses, leaving hut li cents to cover

a... o\.
rentals, sinking fund,~bond interest ~~, to say nothing
of surplus. Inspection of recent balance sheets can but convince

venient business locations, the center of activity at present ob-
I taining could only be temporarily restrained from southerly



congestion, repre. enting only an economic waste and an irreparable

civic blunder.
congestion, repre~enting only an economic waste and an irre~arable

civic blunder ..
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sub-s)frface accommodations for transit facilities may be
divided ~nto two classifications; shallow and deep level construction.

- Both are sub-ways, but the modern interpretation of the word has
come to signify a railway built as close to the ground surface as
possible, with staircases affording ready access to stations. Deep

level construction is principally exemplified by the London TfTubes,TI
or tunnels driven through the thick bed of firm clay which underlies
the entire city at an average depth of 70 feet, such tunnels being
lined by cast iron segments bolted together to circular form.
Stations are formed by enlargement of the section, and elevator
systems/ furnish transportation to and from the street.

While deep level tunnels have been definitely disapproved
by the great majority of subway engineers, there were many good
reasons for their adoption in London. English laws are far more
drastic on the subject of property rights than are American, the
custom of condemnation of private property and valuation by appraise-
ment for the accommodation of public utilities being unheard of, and
each property owner being the sole jUdge of the monetary value of
right of way or easements. Cellars extend beyond the sidewalk
lines and are protected by ordinance and custom; unlike New York
City which held that house vaults (cellars extending beyond the
property line) were not property, but were maintained only on a
revocable license from the city. The streets are narrow, there
being but three thoroughfares~ even as late as 1908, 100 feet in
width, while those as wide as Broadway in New York City (80 ft)
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may be counted on the fingers of both hands. Such deficiency in
"-construction area would necessitate the acquirement of private
property for all station facilities. practically an impossibility.
AgainF London is built on what may be described as made ground, the
material superposed on the underlying clay being the result of ages
of deposition by adjacent waterways and possibly glacial action,

.f
forming a permeable and ~riable material which, under engineering

"practice then obtaining~ seemed unsafe, unsuitable and less prefer-
able than the clay below. However, the reason which probably formed
the deciding factor was the knowledge of the immense difficulties

ions which practically debarred them from the use of any thorough-
fare. Natur.ally, as such stringent regulations automatically forced
the location to a lower level than would permit the use of stair-
cases. the plan was adopted for the driving of the tunnels in the
more permanent and less difficult material. at the greater depth.
All spoil was handled through shafts on the river bank or points of



traffic interference~ or indeed, on the part of the average house-
holders. any knowledge of its prosecution.

Buda Pesth was the first city to adopt the shallow sub-
way section, a line being constructed from the center of the city
to public gardens several miles distant in the center of a broad
thoroughfare, with such distinct saving in construction erpense
that its example has been followed in practically all similar work
since that time. Boston was the first American city to construct
such transit facilities, demonstrating the fact that cut and cover
work, even in soft and permeable soils can be sufcessfully carried
on even in sections as congested as the London streets. Paris
has built extensive subway lines of this type. Philadelphia a few
miles of a proposed comprehensive sub-surface system~ while Berlin,
Hamburg and other European cities possess similar lines of moderate
mileage. New York City, beginning in 1900, constructed approximate-
ly 73 track miles of shallow type rapid transit road, combining both
subway and elevated forms of construction, and is now, under the
present plan and in connection with the operating companies,
expending $330.000.000.00 additional in the bUilding of 260 additional
miles of track. This, when complete, will have a capacity of three
billion passengers per annum, or, expressed in another way, the
ability to transport ten million passengers from the residence
section to the community center and back again in a single day,
affording practically everyone a seat. The mileage of the completed
system will exceed the combined rapid transit mileage of all other



-to combine express service with local traffic, a feature which has- - -

subways in different cities has naturally varied according to the
sizes. of rolling stock proposed to be employed, the topographical
features encounteredp and the plans of the designer. Plate #~
shows typical sections employed in the several localities. It will

practically identical. The circular section is, of course, only
applicable in the case of extraordinary hydrostatic pressures, such

The flat or nearly flat roofed structure, reinforaed sUfficiently
to withstand the expected loads, insures the least possible distance
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loading at the sides of streets than at the center~ which must be
kept open for traffic. Such loads may be assumed as follows:

750

500

900

650

in practically all such cases. Total roof loads naturally consist
of live loads, plus the weight of cover, generally assumed to be

Roof construction, as may be seen in the sketches of the
Buda Pesth and first New York subways (See Plate #5) originally
consisted in the superposing of steel beams transversely across the
line of track, the end and central supports being built up columns



of standard angles and intermediate plates. ~7all colulnns and roof
beams were surrounded by poured concrete. such beams being stiffened
laterally by short jack arches. Central columna or supports between
tracksy were in some cases left exposed. but the more recent
practice is to surround them with concrete to prevent corrosion.
Modern subway plans call for reinforced concrete roofs, altho'
structural members are used for girders in all conditions of heavy
stress. The thickness of the roof naturally varies with the amount
of cover. Hew York plans specified 1St inches for 5 feet of cover,
increasing to 21~ inches with a 10 foot depth. In the design of
such roofs, from 500 to 600 Ibs. per square inch is allowed in
compression on the concrete, and 12,000 Ibs. per squa~e inch tension
on the steel.

Walls are built according to the space available, the
amount of cover, and the probable strains to be expected. structural
members are used in thin walls to make up any deficiency in strength
of section, but the ordinary wall, where there is no lack of room, is
the usual reinforced type, calculated to withstand the thrust of the
earth backing, and, possibly, eccentric strains from contiguous
future excavations for foundations or sewers. New York subway walls
were made from 14 to 16 inches thick, increasing where deemed
necessary. Inverts are built flat, or nearly so, of a thickness
varying with the underlying material, heavily reinforced where the
gradient carries the structure below ground water level and intro-
duces hydrostatic pressures. I beams were used in the heavy ground
encountered in New York, the beams extending from column to column,



and encased in 15 inches of concrete, instead of the usual 8 inch
floor.

The following table illustrates the comparative cost of
the two methods of construction, by giving the quantities of the
principal items in a typical section with the same amount of
cover.

TABLE #5.

Beam Construction. Reinforced concrete.

2 tracks 3 tracks 4 tracks 2 tracks 3 tracks 4 tracks
22.2 32.0 41.7 22.8 32.5 42.3

5.7 7.7 9.6 6.3 8.3 10.2
0.38 0.56 0.74 0.74 n 0.46 0.62

The reinforced concrete method calls for a trifle more
concrete but less metal, and the metal used costs less per pound.

Vfuerever the subway gradient drops below ground water
level, means must be taken to render the structure impervious to
moisture, or as nearly so as is humanly possible. Damp walls naturally
increase the humidity and add to ventilation difficulties, besides
providing ideal conditions for various species of foul smelling
fungus growth, difficult to eradicate. Accepted practice, under
ordinary conditions, consists of building into the invert, walls and



roof a continuous course of asphalted felt and asphalt. The former
is generally the ordinary roofing felt paper, weighing 12 to 15 Ibs.

powdered limestone or sand in the case of low or high temperatures
in order to maintain the proper degree of fluidity.

which a layer of hot asphalt is spread. While still hot, a layer of
felt is placed, followed by alternate thickDesses of asphalt and
paper to the extent required by the conditions obtaining. On top of
the last course is laid the upper half of the subway floor. To

s
waterproof the walls the same course if carried upward. A half

This method of keeping a subway dry has been demonstrated
to be entirely satisfactory under moderate hydrostatic pressure.



being dipped in liquid asphalt and then laid inntwo or more layers,
with broken joints. After laying, hot asphalt is poured over them,
filling all spaces.

The basis for the design of all stations serving subway
traffic is the location of all platforms as close to the surface
of the street as is possible, so as to give the minimum height of
staircase from platform to sidewalk and avoid the use of mechanical
means of ascent and descent. Subways with three. four or more
tracks, used for express as well as local service, are necessarily
obliged to depress the rail level at stations in order that overhead
passageways may be constructed to the island, or intermediate plat-
forms. Sub-passages below the tracks are rarely used and are seldom
practicable, though the chief objection lies in the added length
of stairway climb. The amount of earth covering, or distance~ from
the top of the roof to the street surface, necessarily regulated
by the design of the structure; the roof thickness, and the overall
dimensions of the standard equipment are the controlling factors
in fixing stairNay heights. In a subway diversion of surface cars,
through a business district, such as might be planned for Los Imgeles,
if the minimum cover be taken at five feet, this height would
apprOXimate 20 feet at the shallowest points, increasing wherever
drainage crossings, etc., rendered a change of grade expedient.
The cover on the New York subway averaged 6 feet, making the
shallowest distance from sidewalk to top of rail, 17 feet.



Subway stations are simply sectional enlargements whose
width varies with the number of tracks. Cast iron, built-up, or
reinforced concrete columns, set back a sufficient distance from
the platform edge, carry the necessary roof beams. Platforms are

of such length and width as may be required to carry expected trafficj

the edges projecting nearly to the line of car clearance. Eastern
sUbwqy~ platforms intended for local traffic average 200 feet in
length, the central 100 feet being 20 feet wide, narrowed to 10 feet
at either end. stairways for ingress and egress are usually five
feet wide, leading from the sidewalks to the platform center.
Stairway entrances are protected by Kiosks, constructed of steel
and ~iTe glass. The stairvay treads are usually built of reinforced
concrete, properly supported, any open sides being protected by
wrought iron grills.

Permanent way, on sub-surface trackage differs but
little from ordinary street railway constructionr with the exception
that no paving is required. Ties and rock ballast are generally
employed, although Philadelphia has adopted the plan of eliminating
both, securing the rails to concrete blocks spaced at regular inter-
vals, claiming that such construction prevents rail corrugation and
its attendant noise. The general practice, however, is to use
untreated ties, the odor arising from creosoted timber being
objectionable in such confined quarters, with sufficient ballast to
afford good bedding and a certain amount of elasticity. Drainage



extensive system th&t is a prime consideration. In a simple diversion
of surface cars it is probable that sufficient~ or nearly sufficient

for the first few months, or even longer, depending on the service;
but in time the walls and surrounding material become saturated with



imply vitiation of atmosphere. The increase in the percentage of
carbon dioxide (carbonic acid gas) in warm subway air is relatively

Parts in
10,000 volumes.

Samples taken between
5 and 5;30 P .1. on

Boylston street station
5 ft. above platform

Park street station
5 ft. above platform

On street in central part
of the city

In center of car about to
enter suaway 24.97 )Car contained 65 passengers

)Forward ventilator closed
)Rear ventilator open.

City Council chamber,
2;3 full

10.12 to 14.6 - Floor.
13.22 to 18.6 - Gallery.



Parts in
10,000 volumes.

Public Hall, near open door
with in-draught 13.93

Public Hall, well filled 32.59 - Floor
36.43 - Gallery

Four theaters 16.16 to 48.7

Two churches 12.45 to 18.2

Twelve schools 7.1 to 23.5

were made of the atmospheric dust and studies effected of the force
and direction of air currents set up by moving trains, the utility



surface conditions.
The results of the investigation ~ere, briefly, as follows:

Temperature studies showed conclusively that the degree of heat
within the structure, as compared with the outside air, was greatly
exaggerated, the average difference being only four or five degrees
Fahrenheit. The greatest difference was 15 degrees Fahrenheit,
occur.cingduring a sudden cold snap in November. Outside thermometers
at this time showed an average reading of 50 degrees Fahrenheit,
making the subway temperature the very comfortable figure of 65
degrees Fahrenheit. The heat was found to emanate almost entirely
from the electrical equipment, the amount of bodily heat from passen-
gers being negligible. The most objectionable feature of the heat
was less the actual elevation of the temperature than the fact that
the subway remained warm continually while the streets, during the
summer night~became relatively cool. It was at such times that the
greatest inconvenience was experienced. In winter the heat given
off was advantageous, since if low temperatures occurred, they would,
with strong drafts, render riding conditions uncomfortable. During
the hottest week of such investigation the street temperature
averaged 78 degrees and two tenths, while subway temperature averaged
83.4 degrees, Fahrenheit. The relative humidity was slight, the
actual weight of aqueous vapor being practically identical in sub-
way and outside air. rmen the temperature was higher in the subway
than in the street, the humidity was more noticeable within the



Chemical analyses showed that the air was not deficient in
oxygen and that carbon dioxide from the lungs of passengers was not
present to an objectionable extent. The highest amount of CO, found
was 8.89 parts per 10,000, the average being 4.81, while the average
for street air was 3.67.

~in the
Bacterial analyses showed only one half as many bacteria

subway as were present in the outside air.
The impurity most noticeable in microscopic examinations of

the air was iron dust, caused by the wear of metallic surfaces,
principally brake-shoes. Investigation developed the fact that the
consumption of the latter amounted to one ton per month. This dust
is found in all subways and the amount contained in the New York
subway air was practically equal to that contained in the Paris
sUbway air. Examinations of employes did not show that it caused
~ny ill-health effects, though the time occupied in the investigation
was not of sufficient length to render this conclusive.

It was found that the principal causes of the local subway
odor were the oil drip and consumption of lubricants by hot wearing
surfaces. A large number of disinfecting machines were installed at
the inception of subway service, but were soon discontinued~ as the
results were found to be more objectionable than the conditions they
were intended to correct. Washing down of stairways and platforms
was also found to be the reverse of beneficial, the cooling effect
of evaporation being negligible and the escaping water vapor adding
to the humidity.



and that success in subway ventilation lay in arranging openings to
the outside air so that they should be of proper area and location.



different utility companies; and last, but not least, the city
sanitary and storm sewers, occupy a large portion of the street
area and form serious obstacles in the case of narrow thoroughfares.
An additional difficulty lies in the fact that few cities possess
accurate records of the structures underlying street surfaces,
the necessity for such records not becoming apparent until proposed
su~way Or similar underground construction renders the ac~uisition
of such information imperative in order to estimate the probable cost.
So called underground surveys are usually taken up at an advanced
point in the Oity's maturity and all possible data collated from
the available private company records. The result, however, is
far from satisfactory, and a liberal allowance must be added to
any preliminary estimate to cover the handling of unforseen contin-
gencies. Generally speaking, the most serious limitation to rapidity
of subway construction is the time required to readjust sub-surface
structures.

As practically all these pipes and conduits are laid at an
comparatively shallow depth, the simplest solution of such difficulties
would seem to be the lowering of the gradient to a point so that the
subway roof could be built below their level. This, however, would
practically nUllify the object attempted, namely; to construct
transportation facilities at the minimum depth below the surface.
Each foot of extra depth means just that much extra climb from
delivery platform to the surface, besides materially adding to the
quantity of excavation, thus increasing cost and decreasing conven-



ience. This is especially true in the case of a sub-surface trolley
car diversion, as the necessary head room, or distance from top
of rail to roof, must be, through equipment requirements, considerab-
ly in excess of a subway built for specially constructed cars.
Thus, the New York and Philadelphia subways are operated with from
12' 81T to 14 feet of head room, power being' obtained through a
third rail~ allowing the construction of passenger platforms at
easy walking distance fromnthe sidewalk level. An overhead trolley
car" however, of the type. generally operated in Los Angeles,
measures 14' 511 from the top of rail to the top of the hooked, or
unused trolley , necessitating a clearance of not less than .16 feet
from trolley wire to rail for successful operation. If the minimum
cover, say 5 ft, and l~ ft of roof thickness be added, the vertical
height of stai~vay from platform to street would be not less than
20 feet at any point.

An additional objection to the lowering Df a subway
structure lies in its interference with drainage problems. ~Vhile
service conduits, gas and water pipes, may follow the natural
gradient, sewer grades are practically fixed within certain limits
by the topographical conditions. Reconstruction to suit subway
convenience may entirely derange a well formulated civic plan; and,
if the grade be slight, prove impossible. It is, however, entirely
practicable to constl~ct sewers of a limited size as an integral
part of the subway walls, and such procedure has been followed in
both New York and Boston. When drainage must be passed across the



r what sewer reconstruction may amount to, it may be interesting to
I note that in fourteen miles of cut and cover work on the New York

a number of smaller pipes whose aggregate capacity equals the requir-
ed flow. Some cities specify that no water or gas mains shall be
carried beneath the subway floor, although the plans for the New



permit the maintenance of gas mains beneath the wooden roof, or
temporary street surface used during construction, as accidental
breakage, injury or leakage might cause a severe~explosion, heavy
construction damage and serious loss of life. Service conduits

account of its relatively smaller population and comparatively
recent growth, do not begin to be as thickly underlaid with sub-
surface structures as the streets of the older munici~alities

,practically the same. A state law enacted for the protection of
workmen provides that no excavation for the installation of sub-
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car track~ which has resulted in the preservation of practically 19
feet of clear ground in the center of each thoroughfare, the only

structures in Los Angeles streets may be gained from the following
~ 7list, and from Plates #S and #~~showing same in plan, together with
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Distance out Distance
from curb. Below surface

Ft. Kind. Size Owner Ft.

4 Conduit l' x 2' So. Cal.Ed. Co. 2.8

7 Conduit l' x l' L.A.1o& C.S.Co. 4.3

8 Gas main 61T L.A.G. & E. Co.
11 8ewer 121T City 15.6

14 Conduit 1.3' x 1.3' L.A.G. & .l.:J. Co. 1.3

17 Sewer 121T City 8.0

40 Conduit l' x 1..5' P L & P CO 1.8L

44 Conduit 1.5' x 1.5' 1.A.G. & E. Co. 2.3

46 Water main 1611 City
49 Water main 41T City
50 Sewer 201T City 7.0

51 '.Yatermain 61T City
53 Conduit 1.5' x 0.9 3.4

54 Conduit 1.5' x 0.9 3.4



Plate #10 shows a section of the street with a typical two track
subway section superposed with the top of roof five feet below the
surface. This distance, or cover, will naturally be regulated by
the amount of room reauired for the accommodation of uiDes and con-::.l. .1.. ..L.

tuits at street intersections.
typic~l case, sho~ing the difficulties occasionally

encountered by subway constructors in large cities, was the situation
at Fourth avenue and 23rd street, l;ew York City, during the bUilding
of the original subway. Exclusive of sewers, there were found in
Fourth avenue, north of 23rd, seventeen lines of pipe or conduit
on the east, and eighteen lines on the west side of the street,
with all the usual manholes, valve boxes, etc. Some of these ran
through, some turned from one street to the other, but all were in
service and had to be maintained. Owing to the laxity of the City
officials, they were neither at a uniform level, being sometimes
above and sometimes underneath adjoining mains, nor followed any
given route, the constructors having crossed and recrossed the
thoroughfare apparently at will to secure more convenient or econom-
ical conditions for excavation. The tangle was so complete that it
was impossible to secure thorough identification until all pipes
were exposed. The situation was further complicated by the fact
that the subway grade had been raised to avoid a transverse sewer
at 22nd street, bringing the roof to the minimum limit from the
surface, such distance (30") being fixed by the depth of the tram-
way yokes which carry the underground trolley for surface cars. In



addition, nearly as many mains and conduits occupied space in 23rd
street, and a double track surface car intersection carried, during
the morning and evening rush periods, 800 cars per hour. A timber
roof was erected, the ground excavated, and the pipes and conduits
entirely re-luid on different planes, the crossings at the subway
roof being either accomplished by pipe division, shallow box con-
struction, or through utilization of the space between cross girders.
Plates were laid on the bottom flange of such girders, the mains
placed, and then solidly surrounded by concrete to the usual roof
line. Another method employed was the carrying of mains far enough
on either side of the proper intersection to a point where room was
available to pass above the subway, then crossing an4 returning to a
junction with the main in place.

The situation above described was not unusual, but was a
fair example of the underground conditions discovered at many
points in the older districts of the city.



SUBWAY COSTS

and

APPROXIMATE ESTI11ATES.



While the unit costs of subway construction naturally
vary with each separate enterprise. owing to differences in the
size and character of the excavation and in the prices of the
materials and labor used. a sufficient amount of shallow SUbway has
been built in American cities to afford reliable data. on which·
estimates for similar work can be based. Absolute accuracy in such
estimates is not to be expected as it is beyond any human power to
foresee the various emergencies or difficulties contingent upon the
driving of tunnels or the opening of heavy cuttings. A liberal
percentage of the estimated cost should be added to cover any exi-
gencies and prevent the inevitable. though often unjust. criticism
attendant on requests for additional appropriations.

The size. or width. of subway; the breadth of the thorough-
fares. beneath which the structure is to be built; the head room and
side clearance required for the equipment intended to be used; and
the number and character of sub-structures which must be moved and
readjusted. are all important factors in the cost of subway con-
struction. The larger the subway. the larger thB necessary cutting
and amount of construction quantities. The wider the street. the
less necessity. if any. to plank over the excavation during the
construction period. and the better opportunity to excavate~ remove
excess material and prosecute the work at all times without inter-
ference with existing traffic; and the fewer pipes. sewers or
utility conduits that must be moved or relaid. the less the amount
of auxiliary expenditure necessary to the successful completion of



97p500 tons.
12,600 tons.
38,000 tons.

More recent costs achieved in subway construction in
Boston show that the figures from the New York reports are not unusual.
Experience in Boston seems to indicate that excavation for subways
through streets carrying a fairly heavy traffic, inclUding support
of street railway trackage and the necessary trench sheeting or brac-
ing, pumping, etc., will cost from $2.50 to $5.00 per cubic yard,
possibly averaging $4.00. Concrete, inclUding forms, but exclusive
of steel or placing, has averaged $10.00 per cubic yard; and reinforc-
ing steel, including bending, cutting and wiring in forms, has cost
2-3/4 cents per pound in place. Removal and care of gas and water
pipes, utility conduits and sewers, has averaged $13.50 per lineal
foot of trench for all subwals. Such cost has, of course, been many---- -- - -
times exceeded in the more narrow and congested streets, where the
tangle of substructures presented as many complications as certain
portions of New York, but the more orderly arrangement of the wider

structure penetrated within property lines, has been most expensive,
but such cost is difficult to reduce to a unit basis, on account of
divergent conditions in nearly every case. The following examples
will serve to give an approximate idea of such work.



Case #1 - Four story brick building, foundation 21 feet
deep. underpinned along frontage only - $122.00 per lineal foot.

Case #2 - Four story brick bUilding, foundation 11 ft. 6 in.
deep, underpinned along frontage only-$120.00 per lineal foot.

Case #3 - Seven story brick building - stone front, foundat-
ion 20 feet deep, underpinned along frontage and part of side -
$153.00 per lineal foot.

From the costs tabulated for the underpinning of all
bUildings since the commencement of subway work, it is now estimated
that a six story brick building will cost $150.00 per lineal foot,
and a two story brick bUilding $90.00 for each lineal foot of under-

The following tabulation of unit costs has been taken from
/the Boston bid s~eets of 1913, and Sh~IS the average prices which

pockets. All cement and reinforcing steel was furnished by the city,
but was hauled by the contractor. Haul of excavated material averaged
one mile, being dumped into scows and carried out to sea. The prices
quoted, of course, include contractor's profit:-

Placing steel (Bending, etc.)

4.75
10.00
11.00
17.00
15.00

Concrete (Incl. forms)
Concrete (Incl. forms)

Open cut Cu. Yd.
Tunnel Cu. Yd.
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$2l9.60
32.94

143.00
81.90
23.35

$248.25
37.24

$285.49

( A)

(B)

( C )

@lO.OO
@ 2.75

Excavation - 27.4 cu. yds. © $4.00 109.50
83.60
27.20",~1l220.30

( A)

(B)

( C)

Flat roof section - 27 ft. to top of rail,
(A) Excavation - 34 Cu. yds. @ $4.00
(B) Concrete 8.36"" @ 10.00
(C) Steel - 1075 Lbs. @ 2.75 29.60

~~249.20

37.80
$286.58
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In addition~ from $12.00 to w15.00 per lineal foot has
been expended for the readjustment of substructures, and an average
of $19.00 per foot for water-proofing and the placing of concrete
over the water-proofing.

Overhead charges on sUbway work may be assumed as

Organization and administra tion,
legal and financial expense ---

Interest during construction -------

Tqtal ------------- 30%
Taking each item in order, the 10% assumed for incidentals

York and Boston costs. Item #3, organization and administration,
etc., has amounted in New York to nearly 2.5% of the cost of
structures. The amount of Item #4, interest during construction,
will vary with the time required; methods of financing and rate
of interest on loans. The total expense under this item amounted
to 8% in the construction of the New York Transit System, and to
about 6~ in Boston. - As any subway designed and constructed for the
use of city surface cars through the present retail district of
Los Angeles would be admittedly built simply as a measure tending



toward the supply of greater area for vehicular traffic, there is
no particular reason why anyone of the three main arteries should
be £avored over the others. The street widths are practically
identical, all frontage is fully occupied, and the vehicular traffic
while varying in quantity on different streets at different times,
is practically the same in any 24 hour period. If anyone thorough-
fare requires the street area occupied during the passage of cars,
then all three streets, Broadway, Spring and Main, should be
supplied With sub-surface facilities. Topographical features, as
well as business considerations, practically enforce such procedure,
as otherwise cars entering the district from side streets must
pass directly across town; or, if using a single subway, must
follow each other in slow procession, forming a car blockade
equally as objectionable as those now obtaining on the surface. No
single subway could be operated to carry the cars now serving any
two of the thoroughfares mentioned, as may be readily seen from data
given in previous pages. The capacity of trackage for single cars
is limited by the headway~ or time interval between cars. Thisr

again, is regulated entirely by the length of station stop; which,
under the most favorable conditions, cannot average less than 20
seconds. Twenty second headway means 180 cars per hour per track;
and as rush hour traffic on Los Angeles streets shows a peak of
110 cars hourly, it is clear that 40 of the cars now running on any
two parallel streets must be retired from service for want of
physical space to operate. It must be realized that sub-surface
trackage will accommodate little, if any, more traffic than surface
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trackage when the latter is operated to capacity, as long as cars
are run as single units. Trailer service, or multi-car trains,
forms the only practicable method of increasing track capacity over
the figures above stated.

In such case, it is evident that separate subways must be
constructed on each individual street in order to accomplish the
object proposed, with the necessary connections, inlets or inclines, i
and cross-town subways to allow exit and entrance for equipment.
Plate #13~ herewith attached, has been arranged to show graphically
the extent of a possible arrangement of this description.

The cost of a system of subways covering the routes as
designated in Plate #13 may be estimated accurately enough for the
purpose of this report by the use of unit values accomplished in
similar work in other localities; and the design of a typical
section suitable for the operation of equipment now in use. (See
Plate #16). Stations may be estimated as sectional enlargements
of uniform length and breadth, With the necessary stainvays and
entrance kiosks. Right of way expense would be confined to the
cost of easements for necessary curves, since the CitU owns its
streets; and the cost of removal and relaying of substructures
may be estimated from inspection of Plate #S, with a liberal per-
centage addition for more difficult construction. Such an estimate
can naturally be little better than an approximation, but will
serve to show the extent of expenditure required for sub-surface
work.

Referring again to Plate #13, the following table shows



the lineal feet of double track sUbway section, .together with the
number of stations and entrance or exit inclines necessary to
supplant the present system of surface cars:

Street. Lineal feet Station
Subway Section. Enlargements Inclines.

1. Broadway 5885.•9 19
2. Spring 6088.7 21
3. Main 7587..3 22 2
4. First 865..8 5 1
5. Second 910.5 5 1
6. Third 971.8 6 2

7. Fifth 1375.0 8 2

8.. Seventh 1675.0 8 2
9. Ninth 475.0 3 1

10. Tenth 325.0 3 1

11. Eleventh 50.0 1 1
26210.0 101 13

Taking each item in order, without going into the smaller
details, unit costs may be assumed as follows:
1. 3ubway Section - Double track:

Excavation taken to be earth and gravel with little, if
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Concrete price includes cost of materials and forms.
Steel assumed to cost $2.25 per 100 lbs. F. O. B. 10s

Angeles, plus 3/4~ per pound for cutting, bending and placing.
Waterproofing assumed to consist of a light layer of

asphalt and fabric.
Substructure removal and replacement taken at $10.00 per

foot for subway section, and $20.00 per foot for station enlarge-
ments. The main subway, constructed in the center of the street
with 5 ft. of cover interferes but slightly with existing pipes or
conduits, but considerable work will be necessary wherever stations

( A) Excavation - 33.5 C. Y. @ $4.00
(B) Concrete 7.5 C. Y. @ 10.00

(C) Steel 824 lbs. @ 3.00

(D) \'laterproofing 12 sq. yds .; .50

L&) Substructures

Overhead percentages taken as per previous tabulation.
$134.00

75.00

24.72

6.00

10.00

$249.72

74.92Overhead expenses - 30%

2. Station enlargement:
Station assumed to consist of an 100 ft. platform, with

stairway and entrance from street. Unit prices same as in Item #1.



(J3 ) Concrete 159 C. Y. @ $,ilO.OO $1590.00

(C) Steel (Reinf. ) 13'78'7lbs. a 3.00 413.61

St~el - Girder 100 ft. @ 3.50 350.00

Steel - columns 4 @ 50.00 200.00

(D) Waterproofing 88 sq yd @ .50 44.00

(E) Entrance Kiosk 250.00

(F) 3ubstructures - 100 ft. @ 20.00 2000.00

30%
~~9447.61

(G) Overhead expenses - 2834.28
Total ------- ~?12281.89

crete side walls, headwall and invert. Excavation, concrete and
1-

substructure costs reduced on account of better working facilities.
( A) Excavation 6645 C. Y. @ $ 2.00

(B) Concrete 1031.8 11 n @ 8.00

(C) Steel 44488 lbs. @; 3.00

(D) , Substructures 300 feet @ 5.00

( E) Railing 635 feet @

1334.64

1500.00

0/Overhead expenses - 30% -------------

100.00

$24479.54

7343.71

The following tabulation shows the cost of each street
and total cost of the entire system as sho\Vllin Plate #13. Unit
costs for each item taken at

1. Subway section - per lineal foot ----- $ 325.00



$ 12,280.00

31,825.00

Broadway:
5886 lineal feet subway (8 e· 325.00 1,912,950.00

'iP ------

19 stations @ $12,280.00 ------ 233,320.00

Spring:
6089 lineal feet subway @ $ 325.00 ------ 1,978,925.00

21 stations e; $12,280.00 ------ 257,880.00

,
~:

7587 lineal feet sU-bway IG $ 325.00 ------ 2,465,775.00

22 Stations @ ~12,280.00 ------ 270,160.00

2 Inclines @ $31,285.00 ------ 63,650.00

First street:
866 Lineal feet subway <b $ 325.00 ------ 281,450.00

5 Stations @ $12,280.00 ------ 61,400.00

1 Incline @ 31,825.00 ------ 31,825.00

Second street:
910 Lineal feet subway @ $ 325.00 ------ 295,750.00

5 Stations @ $12,280.00 ------ 61,400.00

1 Incline @ $31,825.00 ------ 31,825.00



Third street:
972 Lineal feet subway @ ~~ 325.00 ------ 315,900.00.;p

6 Stations @ $12,280.00 ------ 73,680.00

2 Inclines @ $31,825.00 ------ 63,650.00

Fifth street:
1375 Lineal feet subway @ $ 325.00 ------ 446,875'.00

8 Stations @, $12,280.00 ------ 98,240.00

2 Inclines @ ~~31,825 •00 ------ 63,650.00

Seventh street:
1675 Lineal feet subway @, $ 325.00 ------ 544,375.00

8 Stations @; $12,280.00 ------ 98,240.00

2 Inclines @ $31,825.00 ------ 63,650.00

Ninth street:
475 Lineal feet subway @ $ 325.00 ------ $154,375.00

3 Stations @ $12,280.00 ------ 36,840.00

1 Incline @ $31,825.00 ------ 31,825.00

Tenth street:
325 Lineal feet subway @ $ 325.00 ------ 105,625.00

3 Stations e; $12,280.00 ------ 36,840.00

1 Incline @ $31,825.00 ------ 31,825.00

Eleventh street:
50 Lineal feet subway @ $ 325.00 ------ 16,250.00

1 Station @ $12,280.00 ------ 12,280.00

1 Incline @ $31,825.00 ------ 31,825.00
Total cost --- $10,172,255.00



The above total of $10,172,255.00 is exclusive of any
easements required for curves or station entrances on private
property, should it be deemed advisable to remove the entrance
Kiosks from the sidewalk. No estimate can be given for such
easements, as valuations would necessarily be fixed by appraisal
and conderru1ation. The total figures simply show, approximately
the cost to the City of constructing a sufficient length of sub-
surface roadway to relieve the present retail section of surface
car traffic and provide equal transportation facilities to those
now obtaining.
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urban cars to sub-surface accommodations, but there can be no
r
i reasonable doubt as to the advisability of removing interurban cars

~' from surface trackage. This must be patent to the most casual

car schedules and annoying delays to the patrons thereof. Relief
is impossible until the 7th street junction is cleared by south



but is all territory tributary to such city lying within the limits
of commutation traffic. As the latter are regulated entirely by
the speed of interurban cars, it follows directly that the minute
and not the mile forms the controlling unit of service, and that the
total metropolitan~ or greater city, area is bounded only by a line
whose radius is the greatest distance possible to be traversed with-
in a reasonable riding period by raoid transit cars, operated under
the highest conditions of safety and non-interference by surface
obstructions. The avoidance of the latter automatically forces the
placing of the tracks above or below the ground surface within the
more densely populated area.

It has been well said that "The economic point of city
expansion, as influenced by surface railway extension, and operation,
is fixed by the time in which surface cars can reach such point, as
compared with the time in which interurban cars can reach residential
sections equally desirable." That this point has been reached, and
even over-lapped, in the case of Los Angeles, is easily demo~st~ated
by comparison of existing schedules. The following list gives the
average running time of typical surface and interurban routes,
showing that the surface lines~ following a liberal development
policy, have extended their trackage beyond the boundaries of
profitable operation, and are serving territory properly belonging
to interurban facilities.



TABLE #6.
WESTERLY LINES.

System. Route. Distance Fare Running timeMiles. Cents Minutes.
Rimpau

Los Angeles Ry. Western terminus to 6.35 5 36
5th & Spring.

Los Angeles Ry. West Adams
Western terminus to 7.38 5 45

3rd and Main.
Pico.

Los Angeles Ry. ~estern terminus to 6.00 5 33
1st & Broadway.

Pacific Electric
Railw'ay. Venice Short Line. 17.00 10* 35

Inglewood.
Los Angeles Ry. Southern terminus to 12.90 10 52

6th and Main.
Homeward avenue.

Los .angeles Ry. Southern terminus to 9.00 10 39
4th & Spring

Vermont Heights.
Los Angeles Ry. 30uthern terminus to 9.96 10 46

4th & Spring
Pacific Electric

Railway. Long Beach 21.1 12* 45

* - Commutation ticket - 54 ride.



While it is impossible to increase the speed of surface
cars operating in city streets on account of existing ordinances,
vehicular obstructions and the numerous stops, without introducing
the ITskip stop" or similar system,. it is perfectly feasible to form-
ulate plans for interurban operation which will increase the capacity
and scope of the present lines. This may be accomplished to
a combination of re-routing and the elevation or depression, accord-
ing to topographical conditions, of all interurban trackage, affording
unobstructed entrance and exit to high speed trains. The latter
condition is a sine qua non to the success of rapid transit operation.

Inspection of a map of the present interurban system
shows a network of potentially high speed lines terminating at two
points within the business center. the western lines using the
old L. ~. P. station on Hill street, while the southern &nd more
easterly lines are divided betNeen the Pacific Electric terminal
at 6th and :Hain, and the temporary terminal at 6th and 10s lineeles
streets. ~ll these terminals in their )re=ent condition, have one
cornnon chE.-racteristic, inadequacy, &:nd each succeeding day r'l'1Jrec; t~~e
fact more a~)parent. j;Lis condition, hO-iever, ~':hilediscreditaole
to the municipality and inefficient in its workings, should not be
blamed on the present management, being due partly to the unprecedent-
ed gl'OYithof population and consequent outstripping of arrangements
ordinarily sufficient;and partly to the annexation of lines previously
operated as a separate and distinct system with little. if any,
modern equipment. The Hill street terminal, even in its present
state, is certainly an improvement over the old method of turning cars



on Fourth, between Hill and Broadway; but its inadequacy becomes
daily more patent to all concerned, while the increasing number of
cars, rendered necessary by the steady growth of patronage, bids
fair in a short time, to create traffic blockades as serious as
those on N~in street.

Two principal facts must be taken into account when the
problem of the rearrangement of Los Angeles rapid transit facilities
is presented for consideration. First, the purchase or acquirement
of real property of sufficient dimensions to accommodate such
facilities in any more convenient location that the present Pacific
~lectric holdings on Sixth street, is impracticable, if not impossible
from the enormous cost involved and the inevitable economic loss
through destruction by demolition of existing modern structures.
The block bounded by Sixth, Los Angeles, Seventh and Maple avenue,
must on account of this fact, be the scene of future terminal improve-
ments. The Pacific Electric bUilding and present central station, is,
and will be hereafter valuable only for offices and stores, its
usefulness as a traffic terminal having passed with the growth of
the city.

Second; no arrangement of building and trackage should be
approved which is not planned with full recognition of the fact
that terminals, in the strict sense of the word, located within
civic boundaries, are objectionable and should not be tolerated
where the topography allows the operation of interurban lines
through, and not merely to a city. Any terminal, so-called,
erected in Los Angeles for the accommodation of suburban passengers



and operation of interurban cars, should consist of nothing more
than a central station of sufficient capacity to accommodate present
and estimated future traffic, through which, trains or single cars
may be operated from one suburb or one beach to another without
turning except at the actual ends of lines, thus eliminating the
use of expensive space for switching, repairing, etc., the major part
of such operations being conducted at the real terminals and in
less valuable situations. In this manner may be secured the maximum
of capacity with the minimum of equipment, particularly at times of
peak loads, together with the highest occupational efficiency of
necessarily restricted station area.

That this is feasible and economically possible in the
City of Los Angeles will be shovm in the following paragraphs.

Rearrangement of the main east and south rapid transit
lines (See Plate #2) in such a way that both may enter the City and
deliver1 passengers at a central point without burdening main thor-
oughfares with their equipment, is, from the physical standpoint, a
relatively simple matter. As any re-routing on the ground surface,
while affording temporary relief, can but become a source of con-
gestion with increased density of population, the proper and most
economical solution would seem to be track elevation to a point of
connection with existing trackage heyond the congested area. The
elevated structure at the rear of the present terminal building
should be extended due east to a junction at San Pedro street,
continuing thence north en San Pedro to Aliso street, and east on
Aliso street across the Los Angeles river and San Pedro, Los Angeles



and Salt Lake Railway tracks to a grade connection in that vicinity,
while the trackage to serve Long Beach and related lines should

by the corporate interests in anticipation of its ultimate necessity.
A franchise for elevated railroad operation would be required from
the c~y, which in view of the benefits to be derived from the more
rapid passage of cars and evacuation of streets, should be granted

The construction of this amount of elevated structure
(

would practically eliminate the presence of inter-~ban cars from



through areas of a commercial character. Authoritative proof of
this fact is shown in the subjoined table, compiled by the Director

T.ci.BLE #7.
Property' between 32nd street and the

City Line, fronting on -

1900 (A)
1906 (B)
1912 (B)

<P'4159 000Yo, ,

4,916,.000
/"~ 671 000, ,

$2,015,000
2,095,000.
2,197,000

$5,157,000
6,291,000
8,721,000

1906 over 1900
1912 over 1906
1912 over 1900

757,000
2,755,000
3,512,000

80,000
102,000
182,000

1,134,000
2 430,000
3,564,000

1906 over 1900
1912 over 1906
1912 over 1900

18.2
56.0
84.4

4.0
4.9
9.0

22.0
38.6
69.1

(A) Basis of assessment was 80~ of value. Figures are adjusted to
100(;0 tn compare ',lith1906 and 1912.

(B) Basis of aasessment 100% of value.



The total increase on l~rket street, from 1900 to 1912,
was ~3,5l2,000 or 84.4 per cent; while on Chestnut street, it was
$3,564,000, or 69 per cent. Therefore, the construction of the
elevated roadway not only caused no decrease of values, but stimulat-
ed the increase beyond that on neighboring streets.

The question of the elimination of the westerly beach
lines and Glendale cars from Hill and Sixth streets, presents con-
siderably greater difficulties, yet nothing insuperable if the
exigencies of the situation seem to warrant the necessarily heavy
expenditure. It may be assumed that Holl~Yood and Colegrove cars
form nothing more than local service, and as such are entitled to
surface trackage, running from Sunset boulevard dovm Hill street to
16th street; thence west to Vineyard station or similar terminus
and return. Cars serving Van Nuys and Fernando Valley points,
while constituting a definite interurban service, are too infrequent
to add measurably to street congestion; and~ until the demand for
such service reaches a considerably higher point, may follow their
present routing, turning back on upper Hill street, or other con-
venient location. L~er, if the settlement of this particUlar
district demands a better service and its installation results in
the occupation of too much street area, a connection rUllllingsouth
from Holl~vood to the proposed western beach line may be constructed.
The present Hill street terminal between Fourth and Fifth streets
should be definitely abandoned, being both incapable of suitable
enlargement and more valuable for bUilding sites than for traffic

operations.



The main problem, then, resolves itself into the feasibility
of discovering a practicable route from existing trackage at the
western boundary of the city to the proposed central station at
Sixth and Los Angeles streets~ always keeping in mind the necessity
for the retirement of interurban equipment from the street surface,
and the need for securing the most direct line possible in order to
secure the utmost rapidity of passage.

It is evident that track elevation, while/ unob~ectionable
and even desirable in a wholesale business district, is unsuitable
construction in high-class residence sections. Moreover, any route
practicable for elevated construction and operation leading westerly
from Sixth and Los Angeles streets must inevitably follow the present
line along 16th street, or, if located on a parallel street, would
injure still more valuable residence properties. It is true that
an elevated structure might be built south from the proposed central
station, along Los Angeles street, to the intersection of 16th
street; thence turning west, and that such construction would
improve Hill street conditions; but such a lire:would merely
parallel present routing and would be deficient in the primary
requirement for successful interurban service. namely; the shortest
possible location. without which, even with unobstructed trackage,
speed, or rapidity of passage cannot be obtained. Reduction of
speed means less area possible to be served, thus vitiating the
results properly accruing from the expenditure. The old adage that
ITA curved line for pleasure and a straight line for businessll is
best exemplified when applied to the question of trans~ortation.



£Let the elvvation of the floor, or platform,_ of the main
concourse of the proposed central station be at the same elevation

Add distance from top of rail on elevated
structure to ground surface --------------------

15.0 ft.
2.0 ft.
1.0 ft.

18.0 ft.

19.0 ft.

37.0 ft.Total distance from top of elevated rail
to top of subway rail -----------------------~-----

The above tabulation shows a total difference in gradient
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Inspection of a map of the central portion of the City,
(See Plate #rl), shows that the so-called Terminal site, or block

1mple avenue, 6th to 7th street ------------
Total ------

607 ft.
1578 ft.

in the necessary curvature, 1200 feet of distance are still available
for such development, which would absorb the 37 feet of difference
in track elevation with nothing more formidable than a three (3)
per cent grade. When it is realized that city surface cars are
successfully operated over gradients as high as twelve (12) per
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street and only small easements there to provide extra width for
platforms. Transfer traffic could be accommodated by passenger
crossovers between sub;ray roof and pavement, or via the usual
entrances and exits.

A rapid transit line constructed on the routing above
outlined would form the shortest ~ossible location between the
proposed ceritrat station site and existing trackage at the western
city boundar7 compatible with the necessity for avoidance of
valuable residential properties; and, by reason of the increased
speed )ossible through freedom from track obstruction, grade crossing
etc., place every foot of the territory between the city and the
ocean in as close, if not closer, physical communication as is now
possible with city surface cars within the 4 or 5 mile circle.
This is none the less true of the effect of the proposed elevated
roads serving territory to the east and south. A heavy percentage
of the actual running time of present interurban cars is consumed
in passing through the crowded city streets, which reduces the
commutation limit and area directly tributary to city activities
in just the corresponding proportion. As cities grow and distances
increase, the speed of transportation facilities becomes more and
more important. Double the size of a city and there are not only
twice as many people to carryp but, generally speaking, they must
be carried twice as far. And as elapsed time rather than mileage
controls the radius of modern suburban travel, doubling the distance
means doubling the speed in order to maintain the same conditions



of convenience.
fuile the architectural features of a central station on

the Sixth and Los Angeles site are beyond the province of this
discussion, it is possibly advisable to designate the most important
part of such construction, as regarded from the public point of
view. All arrangements should be made subservient to the orreidea
of providing adequate floor space at track level for a main con-
course sufficiently extensive to care for a patronage of at least
twice the present passenger traffic, with enough reserve to
accommodate the holiday crowds. It should be kept in mind that
track elevation and depression will inevitably force practically
all passengers to board cars at this point, instead of the present
custom of waiting at street intersections. The floor of such con-
course should be planned to carry the maximum live load and should
be unobstructed by booths, cigar stands, or the like, all of which
should be relegated to the walls of the room. Adequate elevator
service should be provided from the Los Angeles street level to the
concourse floor, and the present entrance for interurban cars
into the Pacific Electric station should be turned into a grade
entrance for foot passengers from Main street, abolishing the present
system of allowing passengers to use the same doorways as building
tenants. Sub-passage below the passage should connect both
sides of the concourse and afford means of exit to either street.

The area within the enclosure, or terminal block may be
utilized for storage tracks, etc., connection being made with the



subway elevated incline at, or about, the intersection with the
ground plane. Entrance to the enclosure for equipment may be
provided on ~~ple avenue side. near Sixth street, as the subway
structure would be completely below the surface at that point.
This would eliminate all difficulties as to the use of the present
shops at 7th and Central.

The station bUilding might be either constructed in toto,
or in only such part as would be necessary for the housing of the
concourse floor and passageways. Sufficient foundation provision
should of course be made for the addition of upper stories, whenever
the need for same becomes apparent. It is certain, however. that
any office facilities thus provided would be in demand on account
of their convenience and central location. Actual street frontage
on the street level would retain its value for commercial purposes,
as the proposed incline could be located so as to interfere but
little with shallow stores.
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In considering any comprehensive plan for supplying the
transportation needs of any metropolitan area, it is interesting
and instructive to note the methods of other municipalities as

for the construction of a far more costly system than now obtains;
rbut neither the occupation nor the system are possible now can the

even though the first cost seem disproportionately large to the
results immediately secured, such additions may be ~ade whenever



Temporary expedients may afford transient relief and defer the period
of construction; but such policy can only result in an increase of
expenditure when the day of reckoning finally arrives1together with
the practically total loss of capital thus employed.

Inspection of the following data can but convince that
the cost of well designed and located primary units, constructed
during the inception of city growth, is inconsiderable as compared
with the enormous expense required for identical operations in
after years.

The following brief statements cover the growth of rapid
transit in the largest Americ~n cities. A rapid transit line is
taken, for the purpose of this report, as consisting of a city
passenger electric railway located in (1) a subway or tunnel,
(2) on an elevated structure, or viaduct, or (3) on the surface
of a private right of way, or, in minor instances, of a street
operated by trains stopping at stations at intervals of at least
several blocks and making delivery of passengers at one or more
stations in the central business district. Suburban branches of
steam railroads are therefore excluded.

NEW YORK (LBHHAJ:lTA.N AND 3RONX BOROUGHS).

The necessity for high speed street transportation in
New York City became acute after the Civil war by reason of the
rapid growth of population, and also largely because of the narrow
and confined limits of Manhattan Island. As underground operation
was not feasible before the development of electric traction, this



necessity led to the construction of the elevated system, ~hich
was completed by 1880, substantially as it exists today, except
that the motive power has been changed from steam to electricity.
The construction of this elevated system permitted rapid and inten-
sive development of the territory north of 59th street, and further
had the effect of concentrating business near the southern end of
the island. Ten years after its completion che congestion of
traffic again became so great that relief was imperative. The
north andsouth streets were so limited in number and width
that it was practically out of the cuestion to build more elevated
lines south of Central Park; and, as subways had now become
feasible, because of the great density of population and volume of
traffic and because of the improvements in electric traction, a
north and south subway line with two branches above the Park was
projected in the early 90Ts and placed in operation in 1904. Six
years after its completion it was carrying as many passengers as
the four elevated lines and the congestion of traffic made a
further development of the system necessary.

The existing system (elevated and subway) comprises a
total of 11 north and south tracks opposite Central Park, where
the island is about two miles wide. TIorth of the Park four lines
spread into Bronx Borough and the northern part of ~he Ilanhattan~
reaching points from 11 to 13 miles distant from the city hall.
o'riththe new lines now authorized there will be a total of 15 tracks
opposite Central Park and 6 branches to the northward, reaching

points 12 to 15 miles from the city hall. Of the three elevated



lines at the Park, one has three tracks, the middle track being
used for express service southward in the morning and northward
in the afternoon, to a point about 7 miles north of the business
center. Third tracks to be used in a similar manner are now auth-
orized on the two other elevated lines. Of the four tracks in the
present subway, two are used for express service, making only 3
stops between the dOVID town district and 96th street, 5i miles north
of the city hall.

The elevated system in New York was built entirely by
private capital, but the subway system, with its elevated branches
in the northern part of the city, .was built by the city and leased
to an operating corporation which furnished all equipment. A large
part of the surface lines on Manhattan Island is now controlled
and operated by the company which operates the high speed lines.
Transfer privileges" however, are given at few points and to a very
limited extent.
BROOKLYN:

The establishment of elevated railways on 1mnhattan Island
led to their introduction in Brooklyn between 1885 and 1890.

The Brooklyn lines, being projected by different companies and
operating in comparatively thinly settled districts, did not attain
the success of the New York system either financially or in point of
utility. Since then, they have been brought under one management
and have obtained direct delivery into Manhattan and have been a
prime factor in the rapid growth of the population and the wide



extension of the settled area. The system~ ho~ever, is far from
homogeneous, and if designed at the present time a much more
efficient and satisfactory track layout could be obtained. A large
proportion of the miieage is devoted to Coney Island and resort
business. Except on some of the latter lines the system is
practically all two track~ with local service only. In 1908 the
Manhattan subway was extended into the Brooklyn business district.
A subway line extending out 4th avenue in the direction of staten
Island is now nearly completed, and the authorized rapid transit
extensions in Brooklyn comprise 20.3 miles of subway and 38.5 miles
of elevated lines. Practically all of the rapid transit and surface
transyortation service in Brooklyn is under the control of one
company ~ and transferpri vilege5 between surface o.nd elevateo_ lines
are given in many cases.
GnEr.TE:2 RHXT YORK (See Plate 1f-l):

The rapid transit extensions authorized in Greater New
York cover the use of the ;3teinway tunnel leading from 42nd street
under the East river to Long Island City, together \lith several
lines in Queens Borough. The operation of the new lines in Greater
New York is to be divided between the tiO principal transportation
systems so that each company ~ill have good delivery routes in the
lower part of Manhattan Island. The Interborough Com~any, operat-
ing principally in Manhattan, viill serve the boroughs of I.ianhattan
and Bronx ·with lines into Brooklyn and Queens, while the Brooklyn
Company will serve Brooklyn Borough with lines into Queens and

delivery lines in Manhattan.



FOR OF .3RArrION BY THE INTE BOROUGH RL..PID TH.ti.NSIT COUP.i-'..NY.
Track miles.

Existing s~bway -----------------------------------
Existing elevated lines ---------------------------

73.0

118.0

Subway and elevated lines for construction
jointly by city and company ------------------

Elevated railroad extensions to be constructed by
the company ----------------------------------

Third tracks on elevated roads to be constructed
by the company -------------------------------

FOR OFER~~ION BY THE E. Y. 1IDNICIPAL RY. CO (Brooklyn).
Track miles.

Subway and elevated lines for construction
jointly by city and company ------------------

Elevated extensions for construction by the
company --------------------------------------

9.30
260.00

7ithin the past ten years, tunnels under the Hudson river,
which had been long projected, were completed for use as part of an



independent rapid transit system~ the special object of which was
to connect the railroad passenger terminals on the New Jersey
side of the river with the principal business districts of Man-
hattan Island and with the Grand Central station, or terminal for
the New York Central, New York, New Haven~and Hartford, and allied
roads. This system, populairly knovm as the lTMcAdoo Tubes, IT is
substantially completed and in operation, and consists of tvo sets
of tunnels, those at the north running via 33rd and 6th avenue,
to Christopher street; thence westward under the Hudson to Hoboken;
thence south along the river to Jersey City. The south tunnel
comrnences at Church street in !danhattan, runs west under the Hudson
to a connection with the north tunnel at Jersey City, from which
point both lines run as far as Newark, N. J., on surface tracks
leased from the Pennsylvania Railroad. The system in Manhattan
has 3.2 miles of road and 7.1 miles of single track, and is a
distinct and separate enterprise from the City Rapid Transit improve-
ment. The system carries entirely short haul traffic, having traffic
agreements with the railroads whose termini it serves.

During the year ending June 30th, 1911, the period at
which the Dual system was planned, the New York rapid transit lines
carried 798, 281,850 passengers, divided as follows:

Interborough R. T. Co., subways & elevated 578,154,088
Brooklyn Elevated R. R. system -------------- 167,371,328
Hudson & Manhattan 1. ~:. (McAdoo tubes) ----- 52,756,434.
During the year ending June 30th, 1913, the'subways and

elevated in Manhattan and Bronx alone, neglecting the McAdoo tubes,



carried 327,471,510 and 306,845,006 passengers respectively, or a
total of 634,316,516. During the year ending June 30th, 1914,
the sUbway alone averaged 1,001,215 passengers daily, Sundays being
taken as half days; and the total number of passengers on all routes
amounted to the stupendous total of 1,813,204,692. Such figures
demonstrate conclusively the necessity for efficient transportation
in the metropolis.

CHICAGO - (See plate No. 11):
The distinct features of the transportation problem in

Chicago are the widely extended area, the numerous steam railroad
lines and the shape of the city, which is one-sided, owing to the
location of its central business district near the lake. The
rapid trans'it system is entirely elevated and was built largely
between 1890 and 1900. There is one principal line to the north,
one to the northwest, three to the west and one to the south. All of
these lines come into a loop about 2 miles in circumference, which
encloses the central business district. There are adjacent to the
loop four stub terminals, from which trains are despatched in the
rush hours. The line to the north extends to Wilmette, a distance
of 14 miles, where connection is made with a high speed electric
line to 1iilwaukee. This line is four-tracked for about 7 miles.
The lines to the northwest and west reach points from 5 to 9 miles
from the loop, and the trains of a high speed interurban line from
the west are brought un to the loop over one of 'these elevated lines.
The south side line runs directly south with three tracks for four
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covering the territory for four miles farther south and about 3t
miles in width. Until recently these rapid transit lines have been

,
IVarious plans for supplementang the present system

BOSTON - (See Plate #4):

extending three miles to the southwest, both connecting with a loop
which enclosed the principal district and connected the two large



connection is made with the north and south line. S~ecial type cars
are operated singly in this tunnel and run out on the surface lines

I~
PHILADELPHIA - (3ee Plate #~):
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located near its eastern limits, thus causing unsywnetrical develop-
ment. To a greater extent, however~ than any other American city,
it consists of individual communities built up around manufacturing
industries as centers. The proportion of traffic to the central
delivery district is not as great as in the other large cities des-
cribed. The central business district is not restricted topograph-
ically but as the streets are narrowand as there is so much crossing
of traffic, the usual city congestion occurs. The transportation
requirements of the im~ortant outlying districts have been fairly
well supplied in the past by good steam railroad acco~nodations, the
city terminals of the railroads being in the heart of the business
district. The development of electric traction has had the usual
effect of extending the building districts, but the area within the
distance of a reasonable surface car ride is now well occupied.
There is no congestion of population in Philadelphia comparable with
that in parts of other large cities, and there has been but little
development of tenements or apartment houses.

The existing Market street subway - elevated line is of
the best and most highly developed design throughout, and is so
located as to provide the east and west arm of a complete system,

serving the entire city.
STATISTICS:

The following series of tables show the most important
traffic and financial statistics of rapid transit service in the
cities above mentioned. Information contained therein relates to
the year ending June 30th, 1912, unless otherwise stated, as later



prosecuted in New York, Brooklyn and Boston. Philadelphia and
Chicago have apparently deferred action until a more favorable

:l1atioof
Rap transit

to
'rotal track

%

New York - (l\lanhattan
and Bronx) 647.8 457.2 119.6

Brooklyn - (Including
Queens) 820.7 698.81 116.7

Total - Greater New York 1468.5 1156.0 236.3

Chicago 809.9 666.2 143.7

J?hiladelphia 579.4(c 564.7 10.6

Boston 446.5 ;::;420.0 17.7

(A) In Dew York 17.4 miles of elevated track belong to the subway system,
but are here classed as "Elevated." 11 the ~cAdoo track is classed as
ITSubway," though 11.7 miles are in New Jersey.

(B) Only about 64.5 miles of the "ElevatedlT track in Brooklyn and Queens
are on elevated structures.

(C) Philadelphia has included in ITJurfacelTtrack 1.9 miles of subway track
used for surface cars.

(D) Boston has 11.4 miles of subway and elevated track for surface cars,
here included in surface track.



TABLE #9.

PA;3SENGER SYS ~E:,1REVENUES.

Ratio
l{a:p. trt..nsit

Rapid to total
City. Total. Surface. Transit. %

New York - (Manhattan
and Bronx) ( A) $56,599,771 23,102,948 33,496,823 59.2

Brooklyn - (Incl. Queens) 26,438,850 18,440,209 7,998,641 30.3

Total - Greater New York 83,038,621 41,543,157 41,495,464 50.0

Chicago (B) 30,008,030 22,125,872 7,882,158 26.3

Philadelphia 21,697,703 19,950,920 1,746,783 8.1

Boston 15,491,052 (Not segregated)

(A) Including Hudson and Manhattan R. rl.

(B) Year to 6/30/10.

TABLE 1/=10.
NUMBR-q 0]'REVENUE PASSENGERS C~:.J:{RIED(C).

Ratio
Rap.transit

Rapid to total
City Total. ,::iurface. Transit. ,.-,

i'a

New York - (Manhattan
and Bronx) ( A) 1,128,254,194 463,075,271 665,178,923 59.0

Brooklyn - (Incl. Queens) 539,699,942 379,896,161 159,803,791 29.6

Total - Greater New York 1,667,954,136 842,971,422 824,982,714 49.5

Chicago (B) 606,770,027 445,562,120 161,207,907 26.6

Philadelphia 444,704,602 409,762,847 34,941,755 7.9

Boston 310,310,009 255,980,509 54,329,500 17.5



(A) Including Hudson and Manhattan R. R.
(B) Year to 6/30/10.
(C) In New York over one-half the passengers travel on the rapid transit

system, while in Brooklyn one-third, in Chicago one-quarter, and in
Pniladelphia 8% use high speed lines.

TABLE '#11.

City.
New York - (1funhattan &

Bronx)
Brooklyn - (Incl.Queens)
Total - Greater New York
Chicago (1).)
Philadelphia
Boston (B)

208,270,527
97,832,490

306,103,017
129,191,172

82,868,950
54,564,378

71,240,564
67,244,944

138,485,508
85,788,797
76,745,454
45,202,162

(A) Year to 6/30/10
(B) Boston Elevated Ry. Co. system only.

TABLE #12.

Rapid
Transit.

Ratio
Hap •transit
to total

%

137,029,963
30,587,546

167,617,509
43,402,375

6,123,496
9,362,216

65.8
31.3
54.8
33.6

7.4
17.2

Ci ty.

New York - (Uanhattan
and Bronx)

Brooklyn - (Incl. Queens)
.L\.verage- Greater IJew York
Chicago (A)
.2hiladelDhia
Boston (8)

Rapid
Transit.

155,800
96,200

119,800
128,800
135,900
107,600

699,800
262,100
536,400
302,000
416,600
353,300

Ratio
Hap.transit
to surface

%

4.5
2.7
4.5
2.5
3.1
3.3

(n) Year to 6/10/10.
(B) Boston Elevated Ry. Co. system only.
(0) Car miles operated per mile of track indicates density of traffic.

Naturally, the traffic and car mileage over rapid transit track is much
greater than over surface track. The relative number of car miles per
trcck mile shmrs the relative efficiency of trqc~ l~youts. In the case of



rapid transit lines, these comparative figures show roughly how near each
city is to the limit of track capacity, as the number for New York
represents a fair limit. On this basis, twice the present car mileage
can be added in Chicago and Boston, and 70% more in Philadelphia.

TABLE #13.
HEVIilNUEPASi3ENGER3 PER BILE OF Rfu?ID T:t11i.l~;)ITLIHE (C).

New York - (lfunhattan and Bronx) ------------------------
BrooklyD - (InclUding Queens) ------------------------
Average - Greater New York -----------------------------
Chicago - ( ~) -------------------------------------------
Philadelphia ----------------------------~---------------
Boston (B) ----------------------------------------------

9,.124,.500
3,241,200
6,751,000
2,.941,800
4,.786,.500
4,054,400

(~) Year to 6/30/10.
(B) Boston Elevated Ry. system only.
(a) Limit of capacity indicated to some extent by this table, but

allowance must be made for the difference in length of haul, as
with a shorter haul more passengers may be carried.

T.ll.BLE#14.

REVENLJ-.EP~SSENGERS FE C~..RHILE (C).

City. Surface.
New York - (Manhattan and

Bronx) 6.5
Brooklyn - (Incl. Queens) 5.6
~verage - Greater New York 6.1
Chicago (A) 5.2
Philadelphia 5.3
Boston (B) 5.7

Rapid
Transit.

Ratio
Rapid transit
To surface

%

4.9
5.2
5.0
3.7
5.7
5.8

75
93
80
71

108
102

( d Year to 6/30/10.
(B) Boston ~levated Ry. system only.
(C) Note that, except in Philadelphia and Boston, the revenue

'passengers per car mile are less on rapid transit than on surface
lines, in spite of the fact that the former cars are larger. This
is the result of the longer haul or greater number of passenger
miles per passenger on rapid transit lines.



Tl.l.BLE #15.

Hapid
City. Surface. Transit. Total.

New York - (Manhattan and Bronx) 159 229 388
Brooklyn - (Including Queens) 186 79 265
Average - Greater New York 171 167 338
Chicago (A) 204 74 278
Philadelphia 252 22 274
Boston (B) 234 50 284
(A) Year to 6/30/10
(B) Boston Elevated Ry. 3ystem only.

TABLE #16.
REVENUE RIDES PER Cr~PITA SINCE 1890 (C) •

New York
incl.

Manhattan Brooklyn Greater Chicago Phila- Boston
& incl. New ( A) delphia. (B)Bronx Queens. York

159 158 172
180 192 200

276 208 249 200 220 229
312 230 279 235 258 255
376 251 325 278 258 274
388 265 338 274 284

1890
1895
1900
1905
1910
1912

(. ) Year to 6/30/10.
(B) Boston ~levated rty. system only.
(C) The development of the habit of riding since the introduction of

electric traction is shown by above table. Boston, Brooklyn and
Philadelphia have followed about the same general rate. Chicago has
increased more rapidly, while New York is in a class by itself. This
is due to the distribution of population and to the large number of
visitors continually in the city from distant or suburban points.



T.i-.BLE#17.
POPULATION PE. I\IILEOF TR.o.CK.

Rapid transit. Surface. ~otal.--
City. Population Miles Pop per iJIiles Pop per Miles Pop per

of mile of of mile of of mile of
Track track Track track Track t~ack.

New York - (Manhattan
and Bronx) 2,904,906 190.6 15241 457.2 6353 653.0 4449

Brooklyn - (Including
Queens ) 2,038,154 121.9 16720 698.8 2917 815.5 2499

Total - Greater New
York ( A) 4,943,060 312.5 15818 1156.0 4276 1468.5 3366

Chicago (B) 2,185,283 143.7 15207 666.2 3280 809.9 2698
Philadelphia ( A) 1,623,200 14.7 110422 564.7 2874 579.4 2802
Boston ( A) 1,094,831 26.5 41314 420.0 2607 446.5 2452

Total 9,846,374 497.4 19796 2806.9 3508 3304.3 2980



TABLE #18.

City.
New York - (Manhattan and Bronx)

I

Brooklyn - (Including Queens)
Total

18.7 63.0
38.5 109.5
5?2 1?2.5

Philadelphia
Boston (A)

Total under construction and
recommended

16.9
3.1

Subway
Line Track
27.9 89.4
20.3 58.4
48.2 147.8
56.4 131.7

8.6 25.4
1.8 3.7

50.0 151.5

46.6
~

58.6
105.4

56.4

167.9
320.3

(A) Boston has also under construction 1.7 miles of lines, comprising 4.5
miles of subway track for surface cars.

New York - (Uan-
hattan & Bronx) 62.5

Brooklyn - (Incl-
uding Queens ) 87.8

Total-Greater N.Y.150.3
54.8
22.2

226.2 22.0
408.8 77.3
143.7 56.4

44.5 10.7
24.0 6.2

621.0 150.6

63.6
224.0

29.5
12.5

397.7

Ratio to
Total of all
Cities - % •

109.8
227.6

289.8 28.2
632.8 58.4

111.2 275.4 28.5
32.9 74.0 8.4
18.3 36.5 4.7

390.0 1018.7 100.0

28.5
62.2



TABLE #20.

APPROXBL-iTE INVE3TIlEnT IN :l.t!...PIDTRAl~SIT3YSTEI.f3 (H)

..JewYork - O.Ianhattan
and Bronx) SUbway

Elevated
Total

,}40,000 p000
10,000,000
50,000,000

Brooklyn - (Incl.
Queens) Subway

Elevated
Total

5,000,000
5,000,000

Total - Greater
New York Subway 45,000,000

Elevated 10,000,000
Total(D) 55,000,000

:3ubway
.Elevated

Total

( A.)
(B)
( C)

(D)
(E)

(F)
(G)

Subway
Elevated

Total(F)
Subway
Elevated

Total(G) 9,000,000
Grand total - $64,000,000

$lll,OOO,OOO(A) 151,000,000
110,000,000(£) 120,000,000
221,000,000 271,000,000

4,000,000
51,000,OOO(C)
55,000,000

115,000,000
161,000,000
276pOOO,OOO

98,000,OOO(E)
98,000,000

35,000,000
$426,000,000

9,000,000
51,000,000
60,OOOpOOO

160,000,000
171,000,000
331,000,000

98,000,000
98,000,000

InclUding investment in Hudson and Manhattan ~. R'l assumed at ~~74,OOO,OO
Including investment in Manhattan Ry., assumed at ;;;>101,000,000.
Representing investment assumed at par value of bonds, notes and stock

of Brooklyn Union Elevated R. R. and Sea Beach Ry. Co. Track is partly
on the surface and po~er plant cost not included.

Approximated from reports of Public 3ervice Commission.
Investment assumed at estimate of cost of repPtduction of physical

property.
Approximate investment after deducting surface car subway.
Approximate only, as it is impossible to separate the company's rapid

transit and surface investments. City has additional investment of
~8,000,OOO in subways for surface cars and company has additional investment

in subways and viaducts for surface cars.
In New York all subways and elevated extensions of subways in outlying



New York - (Manhattan
and Bronx)

Subway
Elevated
Total

Brooklyn - (Including
Queens)

3ubway
Elevated
Total

Total Greater
New York

Subway
Elevated
Total
Subway
Elevated
Total
Subway
ElevatedTotal
Subway
Elevated
Total
Subway
Elevated
Total

Total
Investment.

$97,000,000 $70~000,000 $167,000,000
7,000,000 38.000,000 45,000,000

104~000,OOO 108,000,000 212,000,000

45,000,000
14,000,000
59,000,000

30,000,000
29,000,000
59,.000,.000

142,000,000 100,000,000
21,000,000 67,000,000

163,.000,000 167,000,000

75,000,000
43,000,.000

118,000,000

242,000,000
88,000,000

330,000,000

Under
Constr-
uction.
Under
Constr-
uction.

31,000,000
4,000,000

35,000,000

7,000,000
16,000,000
23,000,000

2,000,000
6,000,000
8,000,000

276,000,000 144,000,.000
25,000,000 89,000,000

301,000,000 230,000,000

38,000,000
20,000,000
58,000,000

9,000,000
6,000,000

15,.000,000

420,000,000
114,000,000
534,,000,000

Under oon
struction
( C)

(A.) Comprises the lfDual System,lT to be owned by the City jointly with the
two companies. Includes cost of equipment (about )47,000,000) and
extensions of existing elevated lines (about $46,000,000) to be the
property solely of the companies.

(B) Comprises a subway system to be owned by the city and leased to a



(c) Proposed subway is being build by the city and the elevated line is
being bUilt by the Boston Elevated Railway, which will own the entire
equipment. Boston, also, has under way the construction of SUbways
for surface cars to cost $8p300tOOO.OO.



and that no one individual is entitled to more than his, or her,
fair share.

•expeditious means of transit form the greatest factor in civic
development. The character of such operating area, subway, elevated
or surface, as the case may be ,.is economically determined by the

He urn t • •ngln erlng
SO

to Angele



It is possible that future years will bring an even
greater growth of population to the City of Los Angeles and its
environs than the product of the past amazing decade, and it is
far from improbable that all territory contained within its
metropolitan circle, will, in a comparatively brief period, be
solidly built up with resident~l improvements of high class charact-
er, the homes of that proportion of the inhabitants who desire in-
dividual places of abode and less crowded conditions than inevitably
obtain within a city's actual boundaries. Business activities will

the transaction of business must be capable of meeting the necessity
of territorial expansion in exact proportion to the exigency, if
the full measure of commercial prosperity is to be realized. Con-
venience of operation is a strong attraction and frequently the

things being equal, and inconvenience is only tolerated when
natural remedies are in competent to provide relief. A city is
nothing more than an aggregation of population, and as such, is
subject to the same natural laws as regUlate each individual com-
ponent. Cramped quarters can but produce cramped growth, and com-
plete development can only be attained in adequate and suitable
surroundings. A few cities, like a few individuals, have their
inception under unfavorable circumstances, and labor, throughout



Unable to achieve their proper growth in a normal manner, their
development is only possib~e by the use of abnormal measures. A
city, however, so located as to be free from topographical limitat-
ion, inherently possesses the ability to acquire s~nmetrical develop-
ment with complete utilization of all possible tributary area, thus
realizing the benefit of resources otherwise latent.

Los Angeles is fortunate in being so situated, and any
measures employed to check or restrain its business area from ex-
panding to its proper location can only be regarded as a subversion
of natural forces fUlly able to provide their own solution of the
congestion problem. As a matter of fact, the City is just passing
from the adolescent stage; and the accommodations for the transact-
ion of its business, together with its customs or ordinances for the
conduct of its traffic, vehicular and pedestrian, are insufficient
for a municipality containing possibly a million people. The prob-
lem of providing a larger area for commercial transactions w~ll
solve itself automatically by expansion or removal in the most con-
venient direction; and the passage of more stringent regulations
governing the conduct of traffic will go far to relieve the present
uncomfortable conditions. Rural customs are only permissible in
rural communities. Frontage deliveries and the practice of stand-
ing vehicles on central thoroughfares can only be tolerated prior
to civic growth and consequent population density. It should be
realized that the vested right of any individual to the occupation
of the common property, or streets, of any comrnunity, diminishes in
direct proportion to the increase in the number of the inhabitants,



districts are ovmed by the City, and the subway equipment is owned
entirely by the company, except in the case of the Hudson and Manhattan
where the company owns both structure and equipment. The elevated
system complete is o\~ed by private corporations.

Chicago and Philadelphia systems were constructed entirely by
private capital.

Boston subway structures within the city limits are owned by the
City. All elevated stTuctures, whether connected or not ~ith the
subways, all subway equipment, and the subway structure in Cambridge,
are owned by the operating company.

Figures in this table taken to the nearest ~~ltOOOtOOO.






